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[SEPTEMBER, 1911
BULLETIN 266]

Ontario Department of Agriculture
ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Cheese and Butter Making
By the Staff of the Dairy School

INTRODUCTION.

H. H, Dean.

V u J^%P*"y f<=^o«l Bulletin is unique among bulletins which have been pub-
hshed. It was first prepared in 1893 by Committees appointed during the fint
session of the Dairy School at the Ontario Agricultural College of that jetu.
bince then it has been revised from time to time, and brought up-to-date by theDairy School staff. The matter herein contained, was prepared by the st.fl^f
1918, and IS a revision of Bulletins Nos. 205 and 206. Thus for twenty-five yemthere has been a continuity in the matter as given in this bulletin.

The manufacture of butter and cheese are still the most important branches
of dairying m Ontario, and these have received most attention in the present
revision, as in past bulletins, but there are other branches of dairying which hare

XnTCcv*'^'"
front during recent years, among which m7y £ mSionS

soft and fancy cheese, condensed and powder milks, ice cream, and town and citymilk supply. Except for brief reference to ice cream makiig, and outHnes 3the more comn^on fancy cheeses, these newer dairy problems have not been tiett^

SJ?\^i,"'*f ^^ bulletin, largely because of lack of definite information onthese subjects. The manufacture of condensed and powder milks is controlled

Wi Jffr". T "'^''^-
^""f. 'H** " P^^^'^-'^y « """"Po'y «' these linaJSo far as the writer knows, investigations of these branches of dairying have n«been made anywhere in Canada, nor is there equipment for carryiS on sich.^any Ex^rinient Station in the Dominion. The manufacturers of cfndens^^ipowdered milks utilize all of the milk solids as human food, whereas cS ^butter manufacturers are able to convert but one-half to one^third of theHoHd.

directly into food for human consumption. Because ^f this fact, the condlnJ^rieland milk powder factories are able to pay higher pric for milk han canSSwhich make cheese and butter in the ordinary way, and still have a \Tge^^of profit-how large no one outside these concerns is aware. We are^cS
conditions which will practically revolutionize dairying in Ontario during S!next ten years. The wise dairyman will make preparations to meet the^^n^
«^nditions as rapidly as possible. Our Agricultural Colleges and ExrS^meS

^yZ:^Lnt.'''''''
^" ""^ "-'''''''' '''' ™- rfmunerative^inHf

Whet Butteh.
'

One of the signs of this new movement is the great interest displayed atpresent in the manufacture of butter from whey. Tons of milk-fat have be«

'A
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practically wuted in the whey tanki of the ProTince. The increaaed icarcity,

and high price of fata of all kind*, especially milk-fat, has forcibly called attention

to this matter. Many cheese factories, haring 6,000 lbs. or more, of whey daily,

are preparing to " skim the whey " and either sell the cream or make it into

butter. On the avenge, about three pounds of butter may be made per 1,000 Ibe.

of whey, depending on the fat lost in the whey, skill of the maker, etc. This
butter will usually sell at from two to four cents less per pound than first class

creamery buttiir. Sometimes it will bring a price equal to the best dairy or

creamery butter, depending on quality and scarcity. A cheese factory having an
average of 10,000 lbs. whey daily for a season of 200 days would be able to make
about three tons of whey butter, which at 40 cents per pound, would mean a
revenue of $2,400. If the cost of manufacture were ten cents a pound, there

would be a net revenue of $1,800 for the season. As a rule, it is better to pay
the cheesemaker so much per pound for skimming the whey and making the

butter. Where conditions are favorable, the whey-cream may be sold or sent to

a central point for churning, thereby saving the cost of a chum and labor of

churning. A better quality of butter is more likely to be made under soch
conditions, especially where the make is small and the whey-cream he'd for

several days before churning.

The butter made for sale must be branded "Whey Butter."

Skih Mile and Buttebmilk Chekse.

Another sign of the times is the outcry against the waste of skim milk and
buttermilk even for feeding animals. It is claimed that these should be converted
directly into human food instead of indirectly and wastefully through feeding these

to hogs, calves, poultry, etc. Directions for making these by-products into cheese

are given in this bulletin, but the labor involved is considerable, which means heavy
expense in manufacturing an article for which the market is uncertain, and which
Ir-ks keeping quality. These facts make the business somewhat risky. However,
it is likely that a method of separating the solids of skim milk and buttermilk by
means of centrifugal force, will be perfected in the near future, thus reducing
labor costs, and doubtless a harmless preservative may be used which will lengthen
the time for marketing and consumption, which at present is not more than '

week or ten days, under the best conditions.

TESTixa Cream.

There are many complaints regarding the testing of cream. Special attention

is directed to what is said on this point in the bulletin. The practice of using
a milk pipette for measuring the cream for a test, or the use of any pipette for

cream testing over 30 per cent, fat is probably a chief cause of "low tests'* for

cream. If a pipette be used, it must measure 18 c.c, not 17.6 c.c, and if the

sample is above 30 per cent, fat a fine balance should be used. Because of the

value of skim milk as food and feed, more of it is retained on the farm than formerly,

consequently the cream contains a higher percentage of fat, hence a balance ought to
be used, in testing cream, and nine or eighteen grams weighed for a fat test.

The practice of testing each deliverj- of cream is recommended, though fairly

accurate results can be got by composite sampling if the work be done carefully

and the samples are kept sweet and free from mould.



Patmxnt for Milk Ubid in CiiiMi Mancfactube.

Thi. quertion is itill in .awttled condition. The majontv of the diNM
il^r »° .,?»*"« «>»»»""« to pay by weight of milk delivered, reg.rdleM of

determine the reUtire alue. of miUc used in cheese manufacture.

as fonSts^-^'***'*'

underlying the th»ee systems now in use may be briefly stated

1. Paying for nailk according to iU weight having no regard for its com loei-tion amme. that a 1 milks are of the same value, poetically, for chisemTktai

about. This •-umption i, correct, where there is little or no difference in Zcomposition of the milk delivered by the individual patrons of a Srcto^ Bu!where there is a difference in the fat and casein constituents the divTsion ofmoney proceeds from ,a os of cheese on what is commonly known as th^3in«

Arenuw percent,
fat io milk.

8.0
l.i
4.*
4.1
i.9

Pounds cheese per
lUOO pounds milk.

88.9
95.4

103.6
110.8
117.7

Pounds milk per
pound cheese

11.2
10.6
9.6
9.0
8.6

Increased yield of
cheese per 1000 lbs.

milk.

6.5
8.2
7.2
6.9

Pounds cheese per
pound fat in milk.

2.92
2.70
2.57
2.47
2.86

•.i.Tru- u^. "^^ °"* strikingly in this table: The increased yielo of cheesewith the higher testing milk; and the decreased yield of cheese per Jo^^^^^ J.tTthe milk, as the percentage of fat in the milk increases. At first.^LntetemenUappear to be contradictory. Interpreted rightly thev mean th«r l,«nf^ 4k • C^
milk produced a greater yield of cheese I^r l,0?o 'pou^dVof^^^^^^^^

tS^:\'r;r"ihfmir
--- ->^*^° vro^ii^v\Sut:t:.tamed m the milk. The milks containing a lesser percentage of fat nrodneedmore cheese per pound of fat contained in the milk. This is^pla ned by Lsu^ing that such milks contain more casein in proportion to the fat than T the

c^tin'd.
'' "' """^"""^ ^" ^^-^^^ y'«^^'«^ ^^^^ wording's t Z

that lt:z:\^:^z SatttdTLi^skV^^^^^^^^

TmTL fh
^ " 7 plan in which it is assumed that when the^tor two i!added to the percentage of fat in milk used for the manufacture of cheesIJe

chl^se matLr " '"'^"' "''"''' *"' ""^'**'' ^"^ ""' casein itS f"
As a result of 15,000 tests made for fat axiH oaaoin «* ,»«

*
a i-

factories in the Proving of Ontario, it^astut Si^'S^Xl^T:,fat was 3.6, and of casein 2.2. Some fat and part of the caseinTaCysW dthe making of cheese. The excess percentage of casein irmi^k IvJff ^
represented by the fat and «.sein lost i? the Sey. TTaXtfonVt"^ L?thoJ

t|

I



it Tery simple. In ctae the percentages of fat in the milk were, 3, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5,

5.0, the percentage! of available fat and casein would be 3 -f 2=B, 3.5 + S=S>S>

4 + 2=6, 4.5 + 8=6.6, 5 + 8=7.

The total ponnda of available fat and casein delivered by each patron, are found

by multiplying the to'al pounds of milk delivered during any period, by tha

average percentage of .'at for the period, plui two. To find u.o value of on*

pound fat-casein, divido the net proceeds of the sale of cheese, by thMotal pounds

of fat-casein which entered into the cheese manufactured. To find the money

due each patron, multiply the total pounds fat-casein delivered by him, by the

value of one pound I'at-casein. In this system the value of one pound fat-casein

is unity, when making calculations. If paying according to weight of milk, one

pound of milk is unity; and when "paying by test" or percentage of fat, one

pound of fat is unity for calculating money values of milk for patrons.

3. The third system is known as the " relative value " plan, " test plan,"

"fat system," etc. This method assumes that milk is valuable for cheese manu-

facture in proportion to the fat contained, which fat is determined by what is

known as the Babcock test.

In the eastern part of the Province ' f Ontario, milk is commonly valued at

so much per " standard." A " standard " is three thousand pounds of milk, which

probably had its origin in this being the weight of milk commonly given during

the cheese factory season by one cow.

In the case of three patrons furnishing milk to a cheese factory, testing

respectively a, 3.5, and 4 per cent, fat, where the milk averages forty dollars per
" standard," " pooling " or dividing money by weight of milk delivered, the

amounts of money each would receive dividing according to weight, "fat plus

two" and "the fat" methods, are as follows

t

Valck per "Staxdahd" (3,000 lbs.), Dividdto Accordixo to

Per cent, fat in milk.

8.0
S.S
4.0

Weight of Dtilk. Per cent, fat plus two.!

$40.00
40.00
40.00

$36..36

40.00
43.64

' cent. fat.

$34.29
40.00
45.71

In this case, it makes no diif<>rence to the man sending milk testing 3.5 per

cent, fat, which system is followed. The differences come in the patrons furnishing

milk with the two extremes of fat percentage. In the method, "fat plus two"
the differencies in money received are not so great as by the " fat " sutem, and

probably comes nearer to the actual cheese value of the milk, than paying by fat

alone. Unfortunately, the weight of cheese produced per "standard" of milk

testing the same percentages of fat and casein, is not constant, due to varying

losses in manufacture, and varying percentages of nioisture retained in the cheese.

Because of these facts, there is no system of "pooling" or dividing proceeds

among patrons of cheese factories which is, or can be, absolutely correct for al)

conditions. All that can be done is to adopt some system which is approximately

correct, and which recognizes the principle that so far as the composition of milk

is concerned, the fat and the casein are the two constituents which largely deter-

mine the relative values of milks for cheese manufacture.



Milky Cream, Cheese and Butter
Testing

MILK AND CREAM TESTINO.

W. H. SPBocti.

The commercial value of milk, whether used for manufacture into thj variou*
dairy products, for direct consumption, or for city milk • rade, ia largely dependent
on its chfimical compoaition. If the milk be used for buttermaking, the fat will
bo the .nd X of its value, for it ia the fat aFone which is used for tie manufacture
of butter. Xornml milk varii's wiildy in (oMiposition, tiuTcfore in onier to iM-ertain
its market value, it is necessary to determine the relative amounts of its more
iniiK)rtant constituents. Chemical analysis will give the most accurate data, by
wliiih the value of milk may be estimated, but this method is too slow, and' too
expe. sivc for use in commercial work.

The Babcock method of ascertaining the fat content in milk has solved the
problem of a rapid, accurate and reliable method for testing milk and milk pro-
ducts for fat. It was invented by Dr. S. M. Baheock, of the Wisconsin Agricultural
Experimental Station, and was made public in 1890. Since then, it has been
the almost universal milk-fat test in America. It is an inexpensive test, and its
accuracy is vouched for by chemists.

The cost of a small four bottle hm^ machine such as is used on many farms
is $5.00 to $6.00, The price increases according to the capacity of the machine.
Anyone with a little experience can obtain accurate results by exercising the
necessary precautions and doinj; tlie work carefully and honestly.

The various details necessary to consider in making a Babcock test of a sample
of milk are given systematically as follows:

1. Have the milk at a temperature of CO deg. to 70 deg. F.

8. Mix the milk thoroughly by pouring it from one vessel to another, allowing
it to run down the side of the vessel to prevent foaming. If the sample is not
thoroughly mixed, a representative sample cannot be obtained.

3. With a ir.6 c.c. (cubic centimeter) pipette, measure this quantity milk
into a milk test bottle. To do this, suck the milk into the pipette, and quickly
place the forefinger over the top to prevent the milk running out. Allow the
milk to drop out until the surface of th^ milk is level with the 17.6 c.c. mark,
which is on the stem above the bnlb. Xc r place the tip of the pipette into the
top of the bottle and allow the milk to run out slowly by removing the forefinger.

4. Add to the milk In the bottle 17.5 c.c. of commercial sulphuric acid at a
temperature of GO <\cg. to 70 deg. F., having a specific gravity of 1.82 to 1.83.
Hr •

1 the bottle slanting and allow the acid to run down the side and under the
muK. Use a graduate for tliis purpose. It is not a safe practice to use the pipette,
as the acid may bt drawn into the mouth, causing severe burning.

5. ilix the milk and acid thoroughly by giving a gentle rotary motion. Do
not close the neck of the bottle while mixin<T.

6
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6. PUto the bottle* in the machine, making *uri- tliuy are proiK.Tl> I«lttuci-<1.

and whirl at full »pecd for five minutei. The «pced in imliiatfd on the niaihint-.

Do not exceed the speed ao marked.

r. Add hot water at a tcmperaturt' .tf lOo d<'f{. to ITo dog F. to tlout the fat

into the neck of the bottle.

8. Whirl af^iin for two minutei.

9. Remove the bottlea from the tester and get in a voter brth, which reaches

to the top of the fat, at a temperature of about 140 deg. F. for a few minuter

before taking the reading.

Theory of the Babcock Test.

A 17.6 CO. pipette will deliver, practically, IT..') cc. of milk.

17.5 CO. at an average specific gravity of l.()3'i = (17.5 X 1.0.12 ) = 18."-Mi

grams.

1« grams is the weight of the m'lk required for a test.

The volume of the neck of the milk test bottle between zero and 10 h 2 cc.

2 cc. of melted fat, at a specific gravity of .9= (2 X .!))= 1.« gr"'""-

The relation of 1.8 Is to 18, as 1 is to 10. or 10 i)er cent, of the original

volume of the milk. This is why that weight or volume of milk is taken and wh>

the nock of the bottle is divided into 10 equal parts.

Notes.

1. Always make sure that the bottles and pipeues are clean before using.

2. Be careful to get the exact measurement of milk for the tost.

.1 If the milk is covered with thick cream, or is partially churned, =t may l)o

prepared for sampling by heating, then pouring from one vessel to another.

Heating to 100 deg. to 110 deg. F. is sufficient for this. When it is thoroughly

mixed, take the sample as quickly as possible a-d cool to about GO deg. F. before

adding the acid.

4 If the sample is frozen, warm Inith the frozen and liquid parts and mix

thoroughly. Never test a sample immediately after being drawn from the cow.

Allow to stand at least one hour.

5 If the milk is sour or thickened, it is necessary to add an alkali to dissolve

the caoein A small amount of strong ammonia or concentrated lye will answer,

stirring and mixing it well until the sample has become liquid again.

6 The quant- of acid must vary with its strength. If it is too strong use

less, if too - eak „ . more, but if the acid is very much too weak or too strong, it

should not be used. Weak acid is preferred to str.-ng acid. Carboys or bottles

containing acid should be stoppered with glass or earthenware stoppers, as the

acid is very corrosive and will burn or eat stoppers made ot organic material

or metals.

7 \void pouring the acid directly on the milk. After the acid is in the

bottle ther» should be two distinct layers—milk on top and acid underneath,

with no charred material in between. Do not allow it to remain long in this

condition.



^. The water atl(l»><l to the »«>t \»>Uk* Hlmuld Ik- M,h or iliHtillctl. If honl
water ig uwd the addition of ulwut H or 1() culiu' ci'iitiimtrr* of «iiliilmr > "i-i

to the gallon will noften it. Thin will priNcnt f»«ni uImivi' the fai.

!». It i« a<lvisal)le to u*c u pair of dividern or ion»im..H«'« for nioasuring tlu*

fat culumii. Tho jiointit nliould Ik- plated at tho upper and lower liniito of the
tolumn to p-t the length, and then plaee one point at /.uro and the |M)sition of

the other point will cli .v the percentage of fat in the miniple tested. The
aeconiponvinj; illustration will nhow th- correct method of reading milk te«t^

wl.-n the fat i^ at 1 10 de;;. F. Correct reading a to b not r or </.

]<•. Ilurnt or dond.v readinj.'"' may l)e caused hv:

(a) Having the temperature of the milk or acid too high

(b) IVing acid which i^* too ntrong, or uxing too much
acid.

(t) Allowing acid to ilrop directly on ii>,d through the

milk.

('/) Allowing the milk and

before mixing.

> Htand too long

11. Light or cloudy readings or floating particlui* of curd
are usually caused by

:

(a) Temperature of milk or acid too low.

(b) Usinj! too weak an acid or not enough ucid.

(c) Careless mixing, or insufficient shaking to unite

the milk and acid thoroughly.

i'i. The accuracy of the test Iwttles and pipettes used in Canada is provided

for in an Act of the Dominion Parliament known as the Milk Test Act, which
requires that all bottles and pipettes shall be tested for accuracy of graduation
by the Standards Branch, Department c' Inland .'"venuc at Ottawa, and that each
bottiC and pipette shall be marked at e unie of testing with the letters O.K.
(or first letter of reigning Sovereign) . ide the Cro.vn, thus: |G.R.!.

13. Carefulness ond ex4ctn"-s bre absolutely essential in every detail if accurate
results are to be obtained in - !k testing.

14. Sulphuric weighs ahout 18 lbs. to the gallon and costs 1 to 10 cents

jwr lb. A gallon will make 250 to 2G0 tests.

4*1

If

Composite Samples.

A composite sample is a sample conijwsed of a number of smaller samples
taken from the same source at different times and kept by use of a preservative,

the object being to obtain an overage test of the number of smaller samidos without
the labor and expense involved in the testing of each lot separately. This metho*'
is used by cheese factories and creameries, and by Cow Testing Associations. ^

creameries and cheese factorie a small sample is taken from each daily deliv* .y
of each patron and kept in uottles, one for each patron. Several kinds of pre-



^MsttTW an used, the most common being a mixture of live parts of potassium

bichrumate to one part of mercuric bichloride (corrosive sublimate). Potassium

bichromate may be used alone if the samples are not kept longer than two weeks,

enough being added to give the milk a lemon yellow color. If the mixture is

used, it will require as much as will lie on a ten cent piece to preserve a pint

for one month. Corrosive sublimate may be used, but it is rather dangerous,

as it does not give any color to indicate that the milk contains poison. Formalin

is sometimes used, about 20 drops (1 c.c.) per pint of milk, but it also is colorless.

Tablets are now prepared and sold by the dairy supply houses, which may be

used with excellent results. The amount of preservative used will depend to a

certain extent upon the condition and size of the sample and the length of time

over which the testing period extends, and also the manner in which it is treated.

At the end of tlie period the mixture of samples may be tested with the Babcock

test, and if the work of sampling has been done properly the test should be an

average percentage of the fat in the different lots of milk.

Votes on Composite Sampling and Testing.

1. Pint or half pint milk bottles stoppered with cork or rubber stoppers

answer fairly well for composite sample containers, although bottles fitted with

glass froppers are preferable, as they are not so likely to carry mould spores

into the milk.

2. The bottles should be kept tightly stoppered to prevent evaporation of

the moisture, which will cause the test to be too high.

3. Better results can be got by keeping the bottles in a cool place and out

of direct sunlight.

4. It is absolutely necessary that each bottle should have a distinjniishing

mark—either name or number. Stovepipe, or bicycle enamel, answers very well

for the purpose. Paint is not so lasting. Another method is to write the name

or number' on a gummed label, stick it on the bottle, and coat it over two or

three times with shellac, or, the glass may be roughened with a whetstone or

file, and the number written on with a lead pencil.

5. Place the preservative in the bottle before any milk is put in. Tt may be

necessary to add a little more later if the sample shows indication of spoiling.

Avoid using too much preservative as it hardens the oaesin in the milk, making

it difficult to test and oftentimes causing a burnt or charred reading.

6. The sample for the composite jar should be taken after the milk has been

poured into the weigh can. An ounce or half-ounce dipper is often used for this

purpose. A sampling tube, or m"k " thief," is also very satisfactory. Tt is very

difficult to accurately sample frozen milk, and patrons should be warned against

sending milk in that condition.

7. Each time a fresh sample is added, the jar should be given a gentle rotary

motion to mix the cream and the fresh milk with the part containing the pre-

servative. Avoid shaking the jar violently, as that has a tendency to chum the

contents.
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«. To prepare composite samples for testing, heat the sample to 105 dcg. to
110 di'g. F. by placing in warm water, to loosen the fat adhering to the sides of

the bottle, then mix thoroughly by pouring. Take the sample quickly and place
in the te.-it bottle. Set the test bottle in water at (50 dcg. to cool the milk before
adding tlio acid. Strict attention paid to this point of i-ooling \;ill usually prevent
burnt readings. Sulphuric acid appears to act more strongly on samples containing
preservatives, therefore it is advisable to use slightly less acid. If difficulty is

experienced with burnt readings caused by an excessive amount of preservative, it

is recommended to add the hot water at two dilferent times, filling to the bottom
of the neck of the bottle and whirling one minute and then filling to about the
8 per cent, mark and whirling again for another minute.

9. To find the correct average test of the milk from a herd of cows, find the
total pounds of fat and total pounds of milk, multiply the pounds of fat by one
hundred and divide by the pounds of milk. There is often considerable difference
between the correct average test found in this way and the test obtained by
adding the different tests together and dividing by the number of cows tested,

CitEAM Testing.

The percentage of fat in cream can be obtained as easily and as accurately
by the Babcock test as can the percentage of fat in milk.

Cream test bottles with specially graduated necks to contain 30, 40, or 50
per cent, of the weight taken are used.

The same weight of cream as of milk is necessary, namely, 18 grams, but
since cream has less specific gravity, or is lighter than milk, due to the larger
proportion of fat, it is necessary to use more than 17.6 cubic centimeters. Sweet
cream testing 25 per cent, fa'^ bus a specific gravity similar to that of water, so
that if an 18 c.c. pipette is uied, and tiie pipette is rinsed with a small quantity
of water, the weight of the cream will be nearly 18 grams. Although the testing
of cream by volume or measurement is a rapid and convenient method, yet, the
results obtained are only approximate, due to the fact that the cream which comes
into the average creamery from different patrons will differ greatly in fat content
thereby making a difTcrenee in the specific gravity. Furthermore, very rich cream,
ripe, or gassy cream which has gone through partial ripening, or even fresh cream
from a separator cannot be measured with an 18 e.c. pipette and obtain 18
grams in weight. Dtiring the ripening process, the fermentation gases
developed are held in the cream in tlie same way as bread dough holds the
gases generated by yeast, hence the weight of a certain volume of cream will be
diminished. Therefore, because of the foregoing reasons the only proper method
for taking cream samples for testing in a creamery is by weighing the samples
in either a 9 or an 18 gram cream bottle.

Xo definite amount of sulphuric acid can be given for testing cream, as some
samples seem to require more than others in order to get satisfactory results, but
as a rule less than 17.5- c.c. are required. A good guide is to notice the color
of the mixture of cream and acid. It should be a dark chocolate color, but
not black.

In milk testing, the bottles are whirled for five minutes lefore adding the
water, but in cream testing this is not practised, as it! usually restilts in cloudy
readings. •'
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The usual method is to add hot water iininediately after mixing the eream

and acid and whirl for five minutes ; or better still, add the water at two different

times, filling up to the neck of the bottle and whirling four minutes, and then

filling nearly to the top and whirling again for two minutes. The fat column should

be a bright, golden color.

Cream tests should be read at a temperature of 1 »0 deg. F., and the fat

measured to the bottom of the meniscus or curve at the top of the column. Errors

due to expansion of fat amount to from one-half to one per cent., if tlie reading is

taken immediately after whirling in a steam tester.

The accompanying illustration shows the correct method of reading the fat

column in a 6-inch, 9 or 18-gram bottle. Correct reading u to c, not h or (/.

"*
Composite samples of cream are made and cared for

similar to those of whole milk, but the sample for the com-

posite bottle needs to be taken with greater care and

accuracy.

The variation in the percentage of fat and tlie variation

of the pounds of cream cause a wide range in the commercial

value, therefore, it is necessary to take a proportionate, or

aliquot, sample as well as a representative sample.

This is done very easily where the cream comes to the

creamery in individual cans, by using a sampling tube, or a

graduated pipette, and taking one cubic centimeter for every

pound of cream delivered. \Mierc the haulers take the

sample at the time of collecting the cream, it is rather diffi-

cult to carry out this principle, and some buttermakers re-

lieve the hauler entirely of this responsibility, and only ask

that they take a representative sample, the buttermaker

taking the proportionate sample from this when it arrives

at the creamerv.

=r-*

"^r-i

^
The following tests show a comparison of weighed and

measured tests from monthly composite samples : ^

p.c. fat.

Utoiwred. 'Weioh.tA. 3fe<Mure(f. W€

17.5 p.c. fat. 18 p.c. fat 33.5 p.c fat. 34

18.6 " •* 19 " " 34 " " 35

22 " " 22.5 " " 37 " " 38

28 " " 29 " " 36.5 " " 37.5

29.5 " " 30.5 " •' 41 " " 42.5

Skim Milk, Buttermilk and Whey.

As the percentage of fat in skim milk, buttermilk and whey is usually very

small, the best method of testing these is by the use of the double-neck test bottle.

There are several different kinds of double-neck bottles in use, but those having

the two necks joined together, and extending perpendicularly from the centre of

the bottle, seem to give best re>ult.-, as they are much stronger and less liable to

give burnt readings.

The latest form of double-necked Imttles are graduated to read in hundredths

of one per cent, up to twenty-five hundredths, and the manufacturers claim that

it is not necessary to add anything to the reading. The difficulty that was often

encountered by having the contents foam and bubble over has been largely over-
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tome by having a vent put in the tube in the bulb of tht ' ottle. This also aids

in emptying.

17.6 c.c. of skim milk, buttermilk, or whey are taken into a test bottle and

the test is completed in the usual way. Very fine readings can be taken, as a

small amount of fat can be made to extend over a long space in the small neck.

Considerable difference of opinion exists amongst authorities on milk testing with

regard to the correct method of reading the double-neck bottle; but chemical

analyses indicate that the addition of .05 to the Babcock reading would give the

most accurate results.

The fat column in the small neck can be raised or lowered slightly to assist

in getting accurate readings by pressing the finger gently on the top of either neck.

It is recommended to use a little more than 17.5 c.c. of acid in testing skim

milk ; also to turn the tester a few revolutions faster per minute, and whirl for a

longer time. Whey does not contain such a large percentage of solids as milk,

and usually about 10 c.c. of acid are sufficient to cause a clean separation of fat.

The whole-milk bottle is not suitable for testing skim milk, buttermilk, or whey,

as it is almost impossible to make an accurate reading of such a small amount

of fat when it is extended over a broad surface. However, the whole-milk test

bottle might be used to indicate whether or not much fat is being lost.

Testing Cheese for Fat.

1. Obtain a representative sample by cutting a sliie from the outside to

the centre of the cheese, or by taking plugs from different parts.

2. Cut the sample as finely as possible and weigh 2 grams or 5 grams into

a milk-test bottle, or 9 grams into a cream bottle.

3. Add sufficient warm water at a temperature of 120 deg. F., to make about

18 grams in the bottle.

4. Keep the sample warm and mix occasionally, until tlie cheese and water

form an emulsion.

5. Measure 17.5 c.c. of acid. Add a little at a time and continue mixing

until the curd is all dissolved.

6. Sometimes, slightly more than 17.5 c.c. of acid are required for a test.

Sufficient has been used when the mixture turns a dark chocolate color.

7. The hot water may be added before whirling in the tester.

8. To find the per cent, fat multiply the reading by 18 and divide by the

number of grams used. For example : 5 grams give a reading oi 8.5, the

8.5x18 ., .

percentage of fat in the ilicese-- -— =.itl.b.

nETERMIN'ATIOX OF TIIK PeR CE$il||. .\0F ^TEP IN ClIEESE.

The percentage of moisture in cheese is determined by evaporating the moisture

from a definite weight of cheese and calculating the per cent, from the loss in weight.

The ordinary butter moisture scales may be used for weighing the sample.

The most satisfactory method of determining the percentage of moisture in

cheese is by means of the high pressure steam oven which is constructed of cast-
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iron having the sides double jacketed. The space within the jacketed walla is

fitted with a steam inlet, and an outlet to allow the condensed water to drain out.

The interior or chamber is fitted with a perforated rack on which to place the

samples and which permits free circulation of air around the samples. The tem-

perature is regulated by adjusting the steam pressure appli'id in the hollow walls,

and is read by means of a thermometer which extends into the chamber.

Making the Test.

The taking and preparing of a sample of cheese for a moisture test is outlined

in the fat test for cheese and holds good in this case as well. The sample is

thoroughly cut up, mixed and ten grams are weighed in an aluminum dish which

has been thoioughly dried and balanced on the scale previously. The cheese

must be spread as evenly as possible over the aluminum dish and as quickly as

possible so ps to avoid any escape of moisture due to evaporation. The ten grams

sample is now placed in the oven, the door dosed and 4S to 50 poxmds steam

pressure applied. This should give a temperature of 225 deg. F. to 250 deg. F.

which is suflBcient. The sample is heated until all the moisture has been evaporated.

This is determined by successive weighings followed by further heating in the

oven. The sample must always be allowed to cool before each weighing. When

the sample ceases to lose weight, the evaporation of moisture has been completed.

Ascertain the percentage of moisture from the loss in weight. For example:

If 10 grams of cheese lose 3.8 grams of moisture, 100 grams would lose

o a^x 100=38 per cent. The sample therefore contains 38 per cent, moisture.

Testing Butter for Moisture, Salt and Fat.

Butter-moisture Test.

The following is an outline of a method of determining the percentage of

moisture in butter which is practised at the 0. A. C. Department of Dairying.

A number of testa for this purpose have been devised which are practicable and

sufiBciently accurate for commercial work. Like all other tests, accuracy and care

must be exercised in order to obtain satisfactory results.

The method consists of weighing a definite, representative portion of the

butter, evaporating the moisture and calculating the percentage of moisture from

the loss in weight. A form of scales is especially constructed for this work which

gives the percentage^ of water directly from the beam used to balance the scale

after the water is evaporated.

Equipment Necessary.

(a) Scales.

(&) Aluminum cup.

(c) Wire device to hold jnp while heating.

(d) An alcohol lamp. '

Sampling and Preparing Butter for Testing.

A representative sample of the butter must be obtained. This is done by

taking small portions from different parts of the whole mass. If sampling solids,

use a trier and take three or more plugs from different parts of the whole mass.
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Ju the case of pound prints which have been wrapped in parchment paper, the

outer portion which has been in contact wiih the paper, should be sliced off, as

the paper will absorb moisture to a greater or less extent from the butter with

which it is in contact. When taking a sample from the 'ln'-n, the surface of the

mass should be cut away with a spade and a number of sm^. ampleg taken from
different parts of the interior of the whole mass.

The preparation of the sample requires considerable care. Tie butter is

placed in a clean glass container with a lid to prevent any moisture from evaporat-

ing while heating. Heat slowly to a thick, creamy oonstituency. Too much pre-

caution cannot be observed at this point as it would be detrimental to heat the

sample until it becomes oily, because the water and salt would settle to the
bottom. Water and fat do not readily mix and it would therefore be difficult

to get the water evenly distributed through the sample for weighing.

Making the Test.

The aluminum cup in wiiich the sampk is weighed, is first dried thoroughly
over the alcohol flame and placed on the pan of the scales. The cup is balanced
by adjusting the weight on the tare beam and ten grams of the butter is then
weighed. The cup is now heated slowly over the flame to evaporate the moisture.
This process should be slow and with a constant gentle agitation to prevent any of
the fat from becoming charred. Care is also taken not to allow any fat to splash
out of the cup. Continue to apply heat until the butter has given up all its

moisture which is indicated by the foam subsiding and the sample changing to a
slightly brown color. A continuance of heat at this point would result in the
volatilization of some of the butter and would be detrimental.

When the heating is concluded the sample is allowed to cool and is then
re-weighed. The beam remains down as the sample is lighter than before. The
weight is then moved and the percentage of moisture on the special balance is

read directly.

The beam on which tlie moisture content is read is marked in tenths of one
per cent. Where scales of this construction cannot be obtained the percentage of
moisture is easily figured from the original weight of the butter used and the
loss in weight from evaporation. Example:

Ten grams of a sample of butter were taken ; after evaporating the moisture,
the sample weighed 8.5 grams.

10 grams of the sample contained 1.5 grams of moisture.

1 gram of the sample contained 1.5 grams of moisture.

~Io
100 grams of the sample contained 1.5 X 10=15 grams.

To
Therefore butter contained 15 per cent, oi moisture.

: :i!

Determination op the Peu Cent, of Salt in Bctter.

The determination of the percentage of salt in butter is based upon the

fact that salt and silver nitrate will neutralize each other in definite proportions.
The reagents used are, silver nitrate solution and potassium chromate solution.

The former is prepared by dissolving 2.906 grams of chemically pure silver

nitrate crystals in a litre of distilled water ( 1 c.c. of a silver nitrate solution of

il

W'iJi

.
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thif •treagth will neutralize .001 grams of sodium chloride or common salt). This

•olntion must not be exposed to sunlight as it will weaken. The potassium

chromate solution which is used as an indicator is prepared by dissolving 7.35

grama of potassium chromate in 25 cubic centimeters of distilled water.

Tht Apparatua Required.

(a) A scale or fine balance for weighing the sample of butter. The moisture

scale may be used for this purpose.

(6) A cylindrical measuring glass, V/» inches in diameter graduated to

hold S60 C.C.

(c) A 25 c.c. pipette.

(d) A glass beaker and stirring rod.

(«) A burette graduated to 1/10 of one cubic centimeter, and clamp for hold-

ing the burette.

(/) A dropper bottle for the potassium chromate indicator.

(g) A pint bottle with wide mouth.

Making the Test.

A sample of butter is taken and prepared as previously described in the

moisture test. Weigh ten grams of the prepared sample of butter on a small

piece of parchment paper which has been previously balanced on the scale or

in the aluminum cup used in the moisture test. (If a moisture test was made

on ten grams of the butter, the substance remaining in the cup may be used

for the salt test.)

The paper and butter are then transferred to the pint bottle and 250 cubic

centimeters of water (preferably soft or distilled) at a temperature of 110 deg. F.

to 120 deg. F. are measured and added to the bottle containing the butter. The

bottle is thoroughly shaken to melt the butter and wash out the salt. After

allowing the bottle to stand a few minutes it is again shaken to ensure an even

distribution of the salt throughout the water. It is then allowed to stand until

the fat rises to the surface. Twenty-five cubic centimeters of the salt solution

is then measured, taking precaution not to include any of the fat in the measure-

ment, and transferred to a glass beaker. One or two drops of potassium chromate

is then added to the salt solution in the beaker from the dropp«>r bottle. The

burette is then filled with silver nitrate solution, care being taken not to allow

any air bubbles to remain in the top of the burette. The silver nitrate solution

is added slowly, drop by drop into the salt solution in the beaker uf^til the neutral

point is reached. The salt and the nitrate solutions are constantly stirred with

the stirring rod to mix the salt and silver nitrate. The neutral point is indicated

by the mixture turning a permanent faint, reddish-brown color. By reading the

number of cubic centimeters used on the burette of silver nitrate we are able to

ascertain the percentage of salt in the butter, as each' cubic centimeter of silver

nitrate required to neutralize the salt equals 1/10 or .1 per cent, of salt in the

butter. For example, if 32 c.c. of the silver nitrate solution were used, the sample

of butter contained 3.2 per rent, of salt
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Fat Test fob Butter.

1. Secure a representative sample by taking imall pieces from different parts

of the whole mass of butter, or by taking a plug from end to end of a print, or from
top to bottom of solids.

2. Put the samples in an airtight container anfl heat at intervals until the

butter becomes a thin paste. The preparation of the sample as outlined in the

moisture test, holds good in this test.

3. Weigh 4.5 grams, or 9 grams into an 18-grani cream bottle.

4. Add enough water at 70 deg. F. to make 18 grams.

6. Complete the test in the same way as for testing cream.

6. Per cent, of fat=Reading X 18.

Number grams used.

Example :

4.5 grams butter taken.

Rea(]ing=21.

Per cent. fat=21 X 18-f-4.5=84.

Two Methods of Testing Ice Cream fob Fat.

It is necessary for the ice cream maker to test his ice cream occasionally to

guard against any errors in stand? dizing methods. Ice cream cannot be tested

for fat in tlio same way as the ordinary cram, on account of the large percentage

of sugar which it contains. The followinj; methods will give satisfactory results

if carefully carried out.

Tiiri Glacial Acetic and Hydiiochloric Acid Test.

A representative sample of the ice cream is taken and melted and thoroughly

mixed, a 9-gram sample is weighed into an 18-gram Babcock cream-test bottle.

A mixture is prepared using equal parts of glacial acetic acid and concentrated

hydrochloric acid. Twenty cubic centir.icters of this acid mixture is added to the

9-gram sample of ice cream in the test bottle and then all is well shaken. The
bottle is placed in a water bath of 120 deg. F. to l;?0 deg. F., and shaken at
intervals until a brown color appears. It is then placed in the Babcock centrifuge

and the test conipletcd in the same way as for testing cream and the reading
multiplied by 2.

Thk Sclphuric Acid Test.

To make the test with sulphuric acid, a 9-gram sample is weighed into an
18-gram test bottle. About 9 cubic centimeters of luke-warm water is then
added to dilute the sample in order to have about 18 cubic centimeters of mixture
in the bottle. The sulphuric acid is then added slowly, a little at a time, at

minute intervals, shaking well after each addition until a chocolate-brown color

appears in the bottle. No definite amount of acid can be stated as the quantity
will vary with different ice creams. As soon as the chocolate-brown color appears
in the ice cream a little cold water may be added to check the action of the acid.

The bottle is then placed in the centrifuge and the test completed in the usual
•way. The reading is multiplied by 2.
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TiiK Lactometer akd the Detection or Adcltebationb in Milk.

The lactometer is a ipecinl form of hydrometer u»ed to determine the •pecific

gravity (sp. gr.) of milk. The term specific gra\ity means the weight »! a

certain volume of any liquid or solid subatance compared with the weight of

the game volume of pure water at 4 deg. C.

There are different kind* of Ifu tomcters, but the Quevenne is the most suitable

for milk testing. By means of it we can determine rapidly the relative weigiitu

of milk and water.

The Quevenne lactometer is standardized at n temperature of 60 dep. F. Tf

the milk to bo tested varies from this corrections may be made according to the

following rule: For each degree in temperature above 60, add .1 (— ) to the

lactomeler reading, and for each degree below 60, subtract -M jq ) ''o" ^*

lactometer reading. This rule is practically correct, if the temperature is kept

within a range of from 50 deg. to 70 deg. F. It can be readily recalled when

we remember that the density of milk increascn witii a reduction of temperature

and decreases with a rise in temperature. The scale on the lactometer is graduated

from 15 to 40, and indicates a specific gravity of from 1.015 to 1.040.

Note. The correct laetomoter reading (or L.K. at GO deg. F ) + 1,00(1 -r-

1,000 indicates the specific gravity.

The lactometer reading of whole milk usually ranges from 2!) to 34, although

it may fall as low as 27, or go as high as 35. The laitnmcter reading of skim

milk varies from 33 to 38. The reading should be taken soon after placing the

instrument in the milk, if cream be allowed to rise on the milk, the reading

will be too high, as the bulb of the lactometer will be floating in partially skimmed

milk. Milk should be cooled and allowed to stand sor.ic time (one to three hour*)

after being milked before taking the lactometer reading. Otherwise the readiiij:*

will be too low.

The composition of milk is about as follows:

p^j 3.6 per cent.

Casein 2.6 " " i

Albumin I .
„„"<'»'*8

Sugar 5.0 8.9 not

Ash 7 • fat.

Watar _87^ " '

100.00

It is the solids-not-fat in milk that cause its specific gravity to exceed that

of water, and consequently its lactometer reading to be greater.

A number of different rules have been prepared for the calculation of milk

solids when the lactometer reading and the percentage of fat are known. Of

these, the following has been quite generally adopted. To find the per cent, of solids-

not-fat in a sample of milk, add two-tenths of the per cent, of fat to one-quarter

of the lactometer reading; and to find the per cent, of total solids add one and

tw *'nth time."? the per cent, of fat to one-quarter of the lactometer Teading,

, ne following rule also is suflSciently accurate for practical purposes and has

siii-plicity to recommend it. To determine the per cent, solids-not-fat, add the

lactometer reading at 60 degrees and the per cent, of fat together and divide by
O04-4

four (4). Example: L. R.r=32, fat 4'%'^^=0% S.N.F.
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Dgtebuination or Extent or Watehino Milk.

Bv the use uf the Babcuck ti'r<i in lonjuiKtiuii with the lactometer, we are

ftialilo! to determine both tliu nature and tho txtont of an adulteration.

The p<rccutagu of fat in milii vuric.-) and tan also be influenced by ikimminK.
therefore the lactometer alone in of little u.-e in detcrniinin;,' udulti'rationu. The
gOlids-not-fat are fairly constant, and thus afford a meanx of detecting adulteration*.

Watered Milk. To find the per cent, of pure milk 1ii a watered sample,

multiply the per ''cnt. S..V.F. in it l»y 1'") ni"' iii\iili' by tiic per cfnt. H.X.F. in

the pure milk. This subtrm ted from 100 will ;;ive the piT cfnt. "f cvtraneous water
in the watered sample. To take an example:

The per cent, of solids-not-fat in a sample of pure milk is 'J; but after being

watered the pc- "nt. of soliiU-not-fat in the watered sample is t.'i. Find the

per cent, of puic milk in the watered sample.

7 '' X 1 00
Per cent, of pure milk in watered sample, " msO.

Per cent, of extraneous wuter=:100

—

8')— io

Detehmination' of Extent of Adclteuation of Milk by Both Wateriiw
AND Skimming.

In ease a sample of milk has been botii watered and skimmed, the percentage
of foreign waier may be f>)iind according to tlie foregoing ftrmuhi.

However, if we have an lulultorated !*ample showing 'iA per cent, fat, L. R.
of 23, and 6 per cent. S.N.F., and a control showing 4.t per cent, fat, L. f\. of

32, and 9 per cent. S.N.F., it is plainly pcnn that the adulterated sample has
been both watered and skimmed, as the fat in reduced in greater proportion than
either the L. H. or the S.N.F.

By the previous formula we may calculate the percentage of foreign water
as follows:

1.00^(«^10<?)=io0-(;6.fi. 33.4.

The fat abstracted i)y skimming does not to any extent affect the per cent,
of solids-not-fat, while watering rodiicos both the fat and solids-not-fat in equal
proportions.

Tiierefore the percentage of fat abstracted in a watered and skimmed sample
may be ascertained by the following formula:

Per cent, fat in pure sample —
Per cent, fat in adulterated sample X per cent, solids-not-fat in pure sample

Per cent, solids-nnt-fat in adulterated sampled
^

Using the above example we have:

4.4-
9 4 vQ

^ 6 ' :3.6 per cent.

That is, the sample was skimmed to the extent of 4.4—3.6=.8 per cent.;
the water added, reduced the solids-not-fat from 9 per cent, to 6 per cent., and
also reduced the fat from 3.6 per cent, to 2.4 per cent., or 33% per cent, water is
responsible for reducing thf fat, 3.6—2.4=1.2 per cent.
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Laotometu Notes.

1. Have the temperature of the milk uniform throughout, and u near 60

itg. F. aa poaiible when taking the lactometer reading.

2. Always mix the milk well before taking a lactometer reading.

3. Do not have milk or. the upper part of the stem of the lactometer when

reading, as this weighs the lactometer down and causes the readinsr to be too low.

4. Have the lactometer free from the side of the vessel aud perfectly still

when taking a reeding.

6. Watering is indicateii by:

Low lactometer reading.

Low per ceut. fat.

Low per cent, solids-not-fat.

All three lieing reduced in equal proportion.

e.g., L.R. 25 ; S.N.F. G.75 per cent. ; fat 2.5 per cent.

6. Skimming is indicated by:

High lactometer reading.

Low per cent. fat.

High or normal per cent, solids-not-fat.

e.g., L.R. 34; S.N.F. 9 per cent.; fat 2.7 per cent.

7. Watering and skimming are indicated by:

Lactometer reading may be normal or sl'ghdy low.

Low per cent fat

Low per cent, solids-not-fat.

The fat is reduced in greater proportion than eithex the lactometer reading

or the solids-not-fat.

e.g., L.B. 27; S.N.F. 6; fat 2 per cent.

The Hart Casein Test.

This is a simple test for determining the casein content of milk. The tebt

has been introduced by Dr. E. B. Hart, of the Wisconsin Experiment Station,

and its development and use is likely to prove of considerable value to the cheese

branch of the dairy industry. No more ability or skill is required to make a

casein test than is necessary in making a Babcock test for fat, and tlie test can

be completed in a few minutes.

The principles involved in this method as outlined by Dr. Hart are:

1. The construction of a special bottle, wita a graduated scale wliereby the

percentage of cp.sein can be read when a definite volume of milk is used for a test.

2. The agitation of the precipitalD with chloroform to dissolve the fat.

3. The precipitation oi t'.u casein by dilute acetic acid.

4. The application of a definite centrifugal force in order to mass the casein

into a pellet.

5. Reading the per cent, of casein.
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The detaiU connected with tiie ueterniinatiun of ctaein ire briefly •• foUowi:

1. Meature » c.c. of chlurofurir into the test liottle.

'i. Add to thii, 20 c.c. of a .V'j twr cent, solution of acetic acid at a temperatttN
of :o dog. F.

3. Measure accurately 5 c.i-. of sweet milk at a temperature of 70 deg.

4. 1 .ace the thumb over tlie opening of the bottle, turn the bottle over by
rotating the hand and shake the content* vigorously for fifteen to twenty lecondi.

5. Place the te«t« in the (entrifuge and whirl for 7Vi to 8 minutes at a
.«|)ood of 2,000 revolution!* per minute for a 15-inch diameter machine.

C. After whirling, allow the tests to remain for ten minutea to allow the
pellets to jclax slightly, befaro taking the readings.

f

Notes ox the Casein Test.

1. Use only the best quality of chloroform.

t. See that the tenii)erature of the milk and acid is as nearly 70 deg. P. as
jMJssible.

3. Use a watch to take tlie time in shaking the test and do not mix more
than 20 seconds.

4. Make sure that the opccd of the tester is correct. It is adrisable to use
a metronome for this purpose when the whirling is done by hand power.

5. Curdled samples of m"lk cannot be tested for casein.

fi. Composite samples preserved with bichromate of potash for from three
to four days can be tested more or less satisfactorily, but samples containing
other preservative and those with bichromate of potash which are kept for a
longer time, do not aj)pear to give reliable results. Therefore, the test will need
to be improved in this particular bofore it will be suitable for factory conditions.

7. A comparison of the rosul*^- of the casein tost with those of chemical
analysis, conducted at the Ontar-' . Afjricultural College shows the casein test

to be quite accurate. The av.rafie percentage of fat in 22 samples of sweet milk
was 3.72. The averacre percentage of casein in the^e samples as determined by
the Hart method was 2.395, and by a chemical analysis 2.415—a difference of
only .02 per cent.

THE ALKALINE SOLUTION: ITS PREPARATION AND USE.

R. Harcourt, B.S.A., Professok of Chemistry.

Causes of Aciditt in Milk.

The development of acid is caused by the breaking down of milk sugar into
lactic acid, through the influence of certain acid-forming ferments in the milk.
But even sweet milk, immediately after it is drawn from the udder, will have an
acid reaction with certain indicators. This acidity is not due to lactic acid nor any
free acid in the milk, but to the acid nature of the ash constituents, possibly also
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to the carbonic acid gas it contains, and to the acid nature of the casein. When

phenolphthalein is used as an indicator, freshly drawn milk will generally show

as much as .10 per cent, of acid and immediately after exposure to the atmosphere,

lactic acid germs commence breaking down the milk sugar. At a temperature

of 70 deg. to 90 deg. F., these germs multiply at an enormous rate, consequently

lactic acid will develop very rapidly iu milk during a warm or sultry day or

night. Cooling retards the action, but even at a temperature of 40 deg. to 50 deg. F.

they will multiply and considerable lactic acid will be formed. Milk intended

for cheesemaking should not contain more than .20 per cent, acid when delivered

at the factory ; whereas it does not usually smell or taste sour until it contains .30

to .35 per cent. A further de-elopment of acid will cause the milk to curdle,

or, in other words, will produce coagulation of the casein. There is, however, a

limit to the development of acid ; for, after a certain point, the germs which break

down the milk sugar are destroyed by the acid they produce, and there is no

further increase in acidity.

In many ways a knowledge of the acid contents of milk or its products is of

value. In most cases, a determination of the percentage of acid in the milk

when delivered at the factory will indicate tlic care the milk has received previous

to that time. The acid test may be of value in selecting milk best adapted for

pasteurization, or for retail trade, or manufacture of high-grade products. At the

present time, however, the chief uses made of the alkaline solution in dairy work

are to determine the acid in cream intended for churning, and the acid in milk

and whey in the. various steps in the process of the manufacture of cheese. Both

in ripening cream and in cheesemaking, acid is developed, and the alkaline solution

is now frequently used to measure the amount of acid present and thus control

the work.

How TO Measubb the Aciditt.

The measurement of the amount of acid or alkali in a solution depends upon

the fact that it always takes a definite quantity of alkali to neutralize a definite

quantity of acid. Tlius, for instance, it always takes a ilefinite quantity of caustic

soda to neutralize a definite quantity of lactic acid, sulphuric acid, or any other

acid. If, then, we know the strength of a given caustic soda solution and measure

the amount of it used to render a definite amount of milk or cream neither acid

nor alkaline, but neutral, we can figtire the amount of acid in the sample taken.

To make such a determination we require the following:

1. A standard solution of caustic soda, usually made of the strength known
as .111 normal.

2. An indicator—some chemical which, added to the milk, indicates by

change of color when enough of the alkaline solution has been added to render

the milk neutral. Phenolphthalein is the one most commonly used for this

purpose. It is made by dissolving 10 grams of phenolphthalein in 300 c.c. of

80 per cent, alcohol.

3. A burette, graduated to 1-10 of a cubic centimeter, in which to measure the

amount of the solution used.

4. A pipette, to measure the milk or cream.

3. A glass or porcelain cup, and a stirring rod. A complete outfit suitable

for use in butter and cheese factories may now be procured from almost any

of the dairy supply firms.
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For the information of those who want to make their own alkaline solution

or wlio may wish to check the strength of a solution on hand, the following

directions are given:

PitEi'AnAxioN OF Solutions.

The caustic soda solution may be prepared by a druggist or one who has a

delicate balance at hand by carefully weighing out 4.4: grams of pure sodium

hydroxide and dissolving in one litre (1,000 c.c.) of water. But impurities in the

sodium hydroxide and lack of delicate enough balance make this method unreliable.

The most accurate way of preparing this solution is by standardizing it against

an acid diluted to the same strength as the alkaline solution wauted. As it requires

an experienced chemist to prepare this acid of the strength required, it is important

that it be got from a reliable source.

Having on hand, then, a .111 normal solution of acid, the object is to make
a solution of the alkali, 1 c.c. of which will exactly neutralize 1 c.c. of the acid.

For this purpose, dissolve 5 grams sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in one litre of

water. If the soda contains much carbonate, it must be removed by adding a

little of a solution of barium hydroxide, boiling, and filtering off the precipitated

carbonates. The relative strength of the acid and alkali solution is next determined.

This is done as follows:

Rinse out a clean burette two or three times with the acid solution, and then

fill it with the same. Note the exact point at which the surface of the liquid

stands in the burette; measure out 10 c.c. of the alkaline solution and deliver

into a clean beaker, glass or porcelain cup. Dilute with about 50 c.c. of water,

add three or four drops of the phenolphthalein indicator, and then stirring all

the time, let the acid from the burette drop slowly into the alkaline solution, until

the color first produced by the indicator is just destroyed. This is the neutral

point. Now, again note the exact point at which the surface of the liquid stands

in the burette. The difference between the two readings is the amount of acid

required to neutralize the 10 c.c. of alkali. If care be taken in coming to the

neutral point slowly, it will be seen that one drop finally destroys the last of the

light pink color. This work should be repeated until accuracy is assured. The
following is an example of results:

.! » . '

1. 10 c.c. of alkali required 11.6 c.c. of acid for neutralization.

8. 10 c.c. of alkali required 11.45 c.c. of acid for neutralization.

3. 10 c.c. of alkali required 11.5 c.c. of acid for neutralization.

Til this case, wo would accept 10 to 11.5 as the relative strength of the two

solutions. The alkali is, therefore, the stronger, and must be diluted. If 1.5 c.c.

of water be added to 10 c.c. of the alkali solution, 1 c.c. of the alkali ought io

exactly neutralize 1 c.c. of the acid. Therefore, for every 10 c.c. of the alkali

solution add 1.5 c.c. of water. Measure out the amount of the solution and
pour into a clean dry bottle. Calculate the amount of water required to dilute

the alkali to the proper strength, and add it to the contents of the bottle. Mix
well, and test correctness of work by proving that 10 c.c. of the one solution will

exactly neutralize 10 c.c. of the other. If it does this, the solution is correct.

h
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TESTiira THE Acidity of Milk or Cbeam.

By means of a pipette (a 10 c.c. is a convenient size) measure out a definite

quantity of the milk or cream to be tested and deliver into a beaker or cup. If
distilled or rain water is handy rinse out a pipette once, and add the rinsings to the
sample. Dilute with 50 c.c. of water, and add three or four drops of the indicator.

Now, having the alkaline solution in the burette, carefully note the point at
which the surface of the liquid stands in the burette and then cautiously let it

drop into the cream or milk being tested. Keep the sample well stirred while
adding the alkali. The acid in the sample will gradually be neutralized by the
alkali added until at last a uniform pink color appears, which will slowly fade
away. The most delicate point is the first change to the uniform pink color,

which the sample shows when the acid contained therein has been just neutralized.
Because of the influence of carbonic acid of the atmosphere the pink color is not
permanent unless a slight excess of alkali solution has been added. The operator
should not, therefore, be led to believe by the disappearance of the color after a
short time, that the neutral point has not been reached. Having decided on the
neutral point, again read the burette at the surface of the liquid, and the difference
between this reading and the first is the amount of alkali solution used to neutralize
the acid in the sample taken.

The calculation of the per cent, of acid is simple. The alkaline solution
used is of such a s'-cngth that when a 10 c.c. pipette is used, the number of

cubic centimeters of alkaline solution required to neutralize the acid in the milk
or cream has simply to be multiplied by 0.1. Thus, if 5.6 cub- centimeters
of the alkali be used then 5.6 X 0.1=.56 per cent. acid.

To insure accuracy the utmost care and cleanliness must be observed in
every detail of the work. All water used with the milk or cream or in making
the alkaline solution should be either distilled or pure rain water. The burette
and pipette, after being washed, must be rinsed out two or three times with
the solution they are intended to measure.

The knowledge the operator may gain from such tests will not only make it

possible for him to turn out more uniform products, but it will also enable him
to act with confidence and more intelligently to pursue the work he may have
on hand.



Boilers, Engines, Steam-fitting
Geo. Tbavis.

Of all the apparatus necessary for the manufacturing of cheese and butter,

the steam boiler seems to be the mot^t essential. From it we get steam power
for operating the other machinery, and steam for regulating the temperature
of the milk and cream, and for other heating purposes as well; hence the selection,

setting and care of the boiler, coupled with the construction of the arch and
chimney so as to get the best results from the economic viewpoint, are matters
of great importance to cheese and butter manufacturers.

Selecting a Boiler.

When selecting a boiler, get one of sufficient capacity to furnish all the steam
required without forcing the fire under it. A boiler cannot be forced beyond

its capacity withouL injuring it. There would also be a waste of time and fuel

forcing a steam boiler.

Setting Boiler.

In setting a boiler a ^jod substantial foundation for the arch or furnace
should be provided. The arch is really a part of the boiler and unless it is

properly built, good results cannot be obtained.

It is best to get a plan for building an arch from some reliable boiler maker.
Then have the masonry done by an expert. Provide good fire brick for lining

and have them laid with fire clay. Make the side wall? of the arch thick with
good common brick. This will make it more substantial and retain the heat longer,

thus lessening the cost of fuel.

Chimney.

Where coal is being used f .'• 'ael the chimney should be built of brick. The
area should be at least one-fifth greater than the combined area of all the flues.

The height depends largely upon its location—the higher the better.

Firing the Boiler.

Boilers newly set should not have fires put under them until the mortar of
the brickwork has had time to harden naturally. When fire is started, heat very
slowly and let the steam go through all the pipci before any pressure is put
on them.

Care of Boilek.

Before lighting the fire in the morning, care should be taken to see that the
boiler has sufficient water in it. The glass gauge in the water column cannot
always be depended on at sight, therefore it is best to open the tap at the bottom
of the glass to make sure that the pipes leading to, or from it, are not stopped
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with scale or mud. See that the safety valve is in working order. This is the

moat important valve in connection with the boiler. Every boiler should have

a blow-oir pipe at the bottom. In addition to this, it should have a surface blow-off

or some " scumming " apparatus. Nearly all foreign matter held in solution in

water on first becoming separated by boiling, rises to the top in the form of

what is commonly called " scum," in which condition much of it may !)e removed

by the surface blow-olf. If not removed, however, tlie heavier particles will be

attracted to each otlicr until tiiey have become sufliciently dense to fall to the

bottom, where tlicy will be deposited in the form of scale, covering the whole

internal surface of the boiler below the water line, with a more or less perfect

non-conductor of heat. "Where the water i.« very hard, some good boiler compound
may be used with good results. Different waters require different treatments.

For ordinary water " sal soda " is all that is necessary.

The blow-off at the bottom should be opened enougli each day to let any

lime or mud that might liave accumulated, cscajic. If tliis is not done, there is

danger of the pipe heir^' filled with dirt, tlnis excluding tlie water from the pipe.

Then there is a danger of it becoming hot and bursting, causing a great deal

of trouble.

If the pipe from the pump or injector which feeds the water into the boiler

be attached so that the wafer will be fed in through the blow-off pipe, this danger

will be largely overcome.

Pipe Fittixg.

As there are also more or less steam pipes about the factor) *hat need repair-

ing, it is quite necessary that the maker should know how to do hio own pipe fitting.

For ordinary work the tools required are, pipe, tongs, cutter, vise, and stock

and dies. With these at hand any pipes or joints that may be leaking can be

quickly repaired and will save the expense of sending out for a steamfitter. Steam
escaping from ba'1 joir > or leaking valves makes a disagreeable noise, and money
is evaporating into the air.

Engine.

The engine bed or foundation slioiild bo sulid. Tf possible have the engine

in a room separate from the boiler, as tliere is always more or less ashes and dust

from the furnace and flues. This makes it difficult to keep clean. Anv sand

or grit lodging on the slides helps to wear them out sooner than it otherwise would.

Some of the chief points to be observed are: See that it is kept dean, well

oiled, and properly packed to prevent steam from leaking.

Before starting the engine, open the taps of the cylinder to let the wator

out, turn the fly-wheel over once, then open the throttle valve gradually until

the engine gets in full motion.

Ppi.Li:ys AND Beltiko.

The following rules for fiiuling the si^o of pulleys and tlic rcijv.ircd lenutlt

of belting will be found useful in fitting up a creamery or in placing additional

machinery.

To find the diameter of a driven pulley, multiply the diameter of the driver

by its number of revolutions, and divide the product by the number of revolutions

the driven pulley should go. The result will be the diameter of the driven pulley.
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Example.—iriameteT of pulley on the engine, 40 inches; speed of engine,
160 reTolutions

; speed of main shaft, 200 revolutions : 40 X 160 -H 200=32,
which is the diameter in inches reijuired for tlie dritcn puliuy.

To find the required size of a driving pulley, multiply the dianiuter of the
driven pulley by the number of revolutions! it siiould make, and divide the product
by the rerclutioas of the driver.

fi'j-omp/c—Diameter of the pulley in intermediate is 4 inches, which is

rcquh-ed to run 900 revolutions per minute ; revolutions of shaft, 200 : 4 X 900 -f-
200=18, which is the diameter in inches of the pulley required to drive the
intermediate at proper speed.

To find the Icii-th of belt for any two pulleys, add the diameter of the two
pulleys together, divide this sum by 2, and multiply the quotient by 314. Add
the product to twice the distance between the centres of shafting, and the result
will be the required length of belt.

iVampZe.—Two pulleys are s and 2 4 inches in diameter, and 8 feet is the
distance between the centres of shafting. 8 + 21=.')2, 32-^-2=1(5. 1(5 x 3^A=53 inches=4 feet 4 inches, and 4 feet 4 inches + 16 (twice the distance between
the centres and the shafting) =20 feet 4 inches, which is the length of the belt
required.

Rules.—To find the circumference of a circle multiply the diameter by 3.1416.
To find the diameter of a circle, multiply the circumference by .31831.

"

To find
the area of a circle multiply square of diameter by .7854. Doubling the diameter
of a pipe increases its capacity four times.



Separators and the Separation of Milk
Qeo. Tbavjs.

Factory or power separatora may be divided into two classes—the steam or

turbine, and the belt machine. A book of directions is furnished with each new
separator, therefore general direction! only can be given.

TcBBuni Skpabatob.

In setting it up, a solid foundation should be provided. It does not matter

how solid a wooden floor is, it will vibrate more or less from the running of a

churn or other machinery. With a stone, brick or cement foundation a separator

is independent of any vibration from other machinery and will run much better,

and for a longer time. If setting the separator on a cement floor probably the

most permanent method of fastening it down is as follows: First mark the exact

location for the holes. With a square, draw a line through the centre wliere the

holes should be, then drill the cement to the desired depth (6 or 7 inclios). To
do this a common cold-chis, may be used providing the bit is wide enou<j;h for the

body of the chisel, though a pointed chisel for this purpose is preferable. The

dust may be removed from the hole while drilling by a small bellows, or blowing

through a small rubber or glass tube. Have the bolt head somewhat roundud and

place the bolt in the hole with the threaded end up, making sure to have it

perpendicular and in line, and the necessary height above the floor, then pour

melted lead in the hole around the bolt. If a method is desired whereby the

bolte can be removed from the floor, drill holes as above, plug with wood, bore

with a bit at least one-eighth of an inch smaller than the lag screws used and

fasten down with lag screws. Another method whereby separ' ix)rs may be changed

without drilling new holes is to drill the holes in the cement nearer to the centre

than any separator will be likely to require, fasten a 2-inch by 4-inch piece of

wood to the floor and bolt the separator to it.

In putting down a cement floor to be used for separators, it is well to have

a pier built about two inches higher than the floor and about the size of the

separator base. This tends to prevent dirt from lodging under the separator

wfcen scrubbing the floor.

If a pier has to be built, the nature of the soil will determine the depth

to excavate, and the size of the frame or base of the separator will determine

the length and breadth. The exact specifications are given in the book of instruc-

tions furnished with the separator.

Place the separator in position, being careful to have the separator frame

perfectly level every way. Determine this by placing the spirit level upon the

planed top of the frame.

The pipe to ccnvey the steam to the separator may be the same size as the

fittings of the separator, provided the distance from the boiler is not over twenty-

five feet. When the distance is more than this, the size of the pipe should be

one-quarter inch larger for every twenty-five feet of piping, to overcome the effects

sf friction and condensation of steam.

Exhaust pipes are usually made of galvanized iron, and should never be

reduced in size at any point smaller than the outlet on the separator, and should

be put up as straight as possible to convey the steam from the separator. It may

2G
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Jie canied out at the side of the building. In either case, a piece extending
upwards should be put up to cause a draught. Placing the exhaust pipe out
tiirough the roof is preferable when the surroundings will permit it. Have the
pipe long enough to he higher than any part of the roof, in order that the draught
may uot be interfered with by change of wind. A drain pipe must be provided
in any case at the lowest point on the pipe, to allow water to escape readily. If
this should be in the making-room, a trap to prevent annoyance from escaping
steam may be put on the drain pipe.

Belt Si;r.\nAToii.

Tlie directions given for tiie fouiulalion of a turbine will apply to this.

First, place the separator in position. This should be at an angle of at least 46
degrees in front or behind the driving shaft. The pulley provided for the driving
shaft should be of sufficient width to allow the belt to be shifted from the tight
to the loose pulley of the separator and of the proper size to give the exact speed
required. Line the separator pulley with the pulley on the driving shaft. Level
the separator in all directions by placing the level on the planed top of the frame.
Tlie separator bowl should revolve to the riglit, or with tlic sun, the same as the
liand^ on a watch.

Wipe all the l)carings well with a . lutli, to remove all grit and dust. A little

coal oil upon tlio cloth will he found liclpful whoro any coating of dried oil is met
with. See that all oil tubes are clear and free to feed oil. Wash the bowl and all

parts that the milk comes in contact with. If everything has been properly
attended to as directed it is ready to start. If a turbine, turn on steam very
gradually to allow the water to get out of the steam pipes, when the required
amount of steam may be turned on. 'WTien speed has been reached, start the
feed of milk.

If a belt machine, start the engine at full speed, then shift the belt from
the loose pulley part way on to the tight pulley, moving it at intervals until
on full. From 6 to 10 minutes should be required to get up speed. Full speed
is ascertained by means of speed indicators. A 100-notch wheel should be counted
for one minute, and a 50-notch wheel for one-half minute, in order to know the
numl)er of hundred revolutions the bowl is revolving per minute. After speed
has been reached, the milk should be turned on full speed, until both cream and
skim- milk flow from the respective spouts; then it should be closed off until the
cream is of the desired thickness. The cream should be the guide in operatin«»
the separator.

"

The cream left in the bowl when all the whole milk has been put through
should be forced out with warm water. From one to two pails will be needed
for this purpose. Shut off the feed-tap for a few seconds when about half the
quantity has gone through; then turn it on again, allowing the remainder to
complete the operation. Pure warm water is preferable to skim milk, as it is
nearer the specific gravity of the cream, and consequently displaces it more readily.

Allow the bowl to stop of its own accord after the power has been removed.
Hemovp the solid matter found at the extreme outside of the bowl and burn it
at once. Clean out all milk tubes with the spiral provided; wash with tepid
water thoroughly; scald with steam or boiling water; then place on a draining
rack where the bowl and its parts may dry. Never close th-^ bowl when wet
inside, as it will cause it to rust. Leave it open when not in use so it will be
thoroughly dry.

3 ;
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In ordering the parts for the separator always specify exactly what is wanted

by the me uf the proper name and number of the same. This can bo found by

consulting the book of instructions furni:<lied with all machiucs. A duplicate

set of the delicate or wearing parts of any "'ochine should be kept on hand for

emergencies.

Milk fresh and warm from the cltt 'i in the best possible condition for a

perfect separation. The difference in spcoiiic gravity between the fat and other

portions of the milk ia then greatest, and it is also more fluid, as there is no

development of lactic acid, nor chemical cliangos due to its exposure to the air.

At the creamery, it is not met with in this favorable condition ; consequently it is

necessary to produce artificially as many dI" the favorable conditions as po5sil)lc

to get the best results. When milk is rpccivod at a temperature below 85 deg.

it should be heated to from 90 deg. to 100 deg.

A tempering vat should be elevated at a siiitable height to allow the milk

to flow into the separator; and it should contain enough milk to employ the

separator for at least four minutes. If large bodies of milk are heated to tho

desired temperature in a vTit before separating, acid develops too rapidly and

clogging of tho separator bowl is likely to follow. Should any accident happen

whereby the separator is stopped, the milk would likely develop acid enough

to thicken, when it could not be separated.

HAND CREAM SEPARATORS.

At present there seems to be an unlimited market for sweet cream of good

quality. Since cream is a perishable product, that cannot retain its good flavor

for any definite length of time, it is necesFuiy. to adopt methods for creaming,

most favorable for the production of the desired article.

Where milk is properly cared for at the farm, good cream can be produced

for buttermaking by means of the shallow pans or deep setting system, but on

account of the length of time required to produce cream by this method it is not

practicable for tho sweet cream trade.

The best known method for creaming at the farm is the band centrifuge,

more commonly known as the cream separator.

Some of the advantages of the cream separator over the old style gravity

systems are

:

The milk may be put through the separator immediately after it has been

drawn from the cow, at which stage conditions for efficient creaming are most

favorable, and the skim milk is then in the best condition for feeding purposes.

The richness of the cream may be regulated to the desired consistency by

adjusting the cream screw. By this moans it is possible to extract more of the

milk serum from the cream, thus reducing the quantity to be cared for.

There are many other advantages which might be enumerated, such as: Less

ice needed for cooling, fewer utensils to be washed, etc.

The chief objections to the hand separator are: the initial cost and the labor

involved in tr.rning and washing the machine, but when it is taken into considera-

tion that the increased product made from the saving in loss of fat in the skim
milk over the best of other methods of creaming, these objections may be overlooked.

In choosing a separator it is advisable to select one with sufficient capacity

for the amount of milk produced: one which is simple in construction, strong
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aiuJ dumlilo with ruasonablo caro, mid one having all farti, whidi (onie in contact
with tlic milif, easily wasiiod. The luinufuituriTs should gunnintco that the
niachiue will do good work, or no pay.

There are many dilTerent niakfs of .'oparatorn on the market, but which is

the host, it in inipossihio to say, as no one separator iwsscs.sos all the points of
merit that the ideal might possess. The best separator might be de^<ribed as
that best suited to the special conditions under whieli it is to be used. For
example, the closest skimming separator may be more difficult to operate, or posseai
other (li>a(lvantages in its constriution less desirnlile than a iimvhiiu. whicji i^kims
less eliisely, and these disudvantiiges may more than eoniiterbalann. its closer
skimming qualities. Jt would be a very fwor sepantor indeed tliat did imt have
some good points, and it weuld be the ideal if it did not have sonu' weak points.
A hand separator may be considered as doing good work when, running at its full
capacity, it will produce a cream testing from ;!0 to 10 per cent. fat. and not
leave more than .05 per cent, fat in the skim milk. To a crrtain extent the
reputation of a separator as to its efficiency for creaming milk will depend upon
the ono who operates it.

With each separator is sent a IxM-k containing full directions for setting up,
and operating the maclr

. Tiiesc instructions should be strictly followed unless
you know of something better, which you have proven to bo so by practice.

Select a suitable phu^e in which to locate the ma. bine, where a pure atmosphere
can at all times be assured. A well-built milk r<iom in the barn that can be kept
free from dust and stable odors, easily kept clean and tidy, may be most con-
venient, but it is advisable to have a separate milk house built in"sucli a manner
that It will bo easily kept in a sanitary condition, with good ventilation and
plenty of sunlight, not too far from where the cows arc milked, so that the milk
does not require to be carried a great distance.

The foundation on which the machine is to bo fastened must be solid and
the part of the frame which carries the bowl must be level every way. Before
putting the different parts of the machine together each part should be tlioroucrhlv
cleaned by using a cloth made damp with kerosene or gasoline.

"
'

After the machine has been properlv put tosrether," before "startinn- see that
the oil cups are properly delivering the oil to each bearin?. If at any' time the

"

bcanncrs appear to be gummed, a little coal <,il mav be used with good 'results
The number of revolutions required to give the proper speed is usually

tabulated on the crank of the machine. Two or three minutes should be taken
t» get up full speed. The supply tank or feed can should contain sufficient water
at a temperature of HO degrees, to fill tlie bowl. This should be put throu<rh
the machine first to warm the skimming device and prevent the milk from stickin<r
The mdk then should be turned on full flow, and the supply can kept well filled
until tJ,e milk ,s all in. The speed should he kept as uniform as possible Tf
the separator is to yield cream of uniform richness, it must be <riven the same
speed at each tune of using. Unless the operator times himself bv eountin-^ the
revolutions of the crank per minute, or by the use of some other speed indicator
there will be a tendency to run the machine at too low a speed

The "metronome" is a very simple, inexpensive and practical device to timethe speed .f the separator. It works automatically and can be adjusted to marktime for any separator.

The rate of the inflow and the temperature of the milk will also cause avariation ,n the richness of the cream. The best practical temperature at whichto separate the milk on the farm is from 90 deg. to 100 deg. P.

I :
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Milk u jr i"i bottor condition for separation than immediately after it

hti been dra\ .> from the cow. If the milii is allowed to cuul, aa is the case in

winter, when the separator is UMcd only uncc u day, or uncc in two davK, tiiu milk

should be warmed to at leant 00 deg. F. before it in run through the separator,

otherwise there will be a considerable variation in the cream test and also an

increased loss of fat in the skim milk. This increase in the richness of the cream

and the excessive loss of fat in the skim milk, resulting from the separation of

cold milk, will occur no matter what make of separator is used.

The practice of leaving the separator unwashed from time to time after usinjr

cannot be too strongly condemned. Only a clcon spparotor can deliver croani

thot is pure, sweet, and of a desirable flavor, hence it is very important tliat

all movable parts of the bowl should be token aport and thorouplily (•!(•an^'l•d

after each separation. All remnants of milk, cream and slime, should be washed

off with tepid water, after which they sliould be scalded and left exposed to tlie

sunlight if possible until required for further use.

After each separation, the can containing the cream should be set in cold

water, and the cream cooled immediately to a temperature as low as pos<ilili'.

The cream should remoin in the corl condition until it leaves the farm. This

will prevent souring in the summer and fretzing in tlio winter.

Wlien different lots of cream are to lie mixed, tlie fresli cream >Iiould

always be thoroughly cooled I'cforc it is put in witli tlie old eri'ani. Addiii;: fresl..

warm cream to cream that has been separated and held for some time cau-o-

the development of lactic acid, which if not properly controlled, will cause undesir-

able flavors in the cream and butter.

Creamery Buttermaking:
D. McMillan.

Owing to the fact that the cream-gathering system of operating a creamery

is almost universally adopted in Ontario, this part on buttermaking will pertain

largely to the above-mentioned system.

How TO PRErAHE A COLTUnE.

The preparation of a culture is described under cheese-making in this bulletin,

and as the preparation for both cheese and butter cultures is the same, the method

of preparing a culture will be found under the above heading.

Transpohtatiox of Cream.

It is very important that the cream should be delivered frequently, and be

protected from the sun and dust while in transit to the crcamerj'. Where possible,

the best method of getting the cream frqm the farm to the creamery is for the

patron to deliver his own cream. This plan saves the hauling cost, which is

one of the big items of expense in operating a creamery. Also, by this method,

the patron and maker are brought more in contact with each other, hence better

co-operation.

Where patrons are unable to deliver their own cream, it should be collected

in individual cans. By this method each patron's cream reaches the creamery

unmixed with that of the other patrons, and the maker is able to inspect the

cream, and to assist those who are sending poor cream in improving the quality.



Alio, tho weighing and lampling arc directly under the makcr'i control. Where
cream ii mixed in large cans or tanki*. tlio weigiiing and sampling must bo done
by the cream-hauleri, which is sometimes very un:»utisfactory.

Beoeitino the CnEAM.

Where patrons deliver their own cream, or where individual cans are uaed,

each can should be carefully weighed ond ^aniplod and the weigljt recorded on a
cream report sheet. The sampling should receive careful attention.

In case large can* are used, which necessitates the hauler doing the weighing
and sampling, the hauler's load should be weighed when it reaches tlie rr^amery.

The weight of the bad is then compared with the total weight recorded on the

hauler's cream-book. Tl is a check on the hauler's weighing. To check the
accuracy of his sampling, his samples should l)o tested ooea*ionally, and tlie total

fat which he has on hii cream-book figured oot. Then hy taking a represcntati\e
.lampie of his load of cream the total fat on liis wa;.'(ii: inny lie fouml. in this

way tlic fat on his wagon and the fat credited to patronr on his cream-book, can
be compared and the accuracy of his work determined.

I

! '

CllKAM Gn.\DIXG.

As the quality of the butter depondi* on tlie quality of tlio cream from \vhiel\

it is made more tlian on any other factor in connection .vitli il» pioduttion, it is

very important that the cream be of the very best quality, if uniformity and high
prices are* to be secured. Pasteurization and the addition of a good culture will,

it is true, make a great improvement on the qnality of the finished butter, Imi
pasteurization and the addition of a good culture will not make finest butter from
«ream of poor quality.

At the present time there is a lack of uniformity in tlie quality of the cream
delivered to our creameries, and the best solution oif this problem appears to be
the grading, and paying for crenm, according to quality. Tliis is a just system,
since it pays the producer for tlie quality of the product which he delivers.'

Where individual cans are used, tho grading of the cream is not very difficult,
but where large cans or tanks are used and the cream is graded from the haulers'
samples, the work is more complicated and a few precautions are necessary.

(1) Where the small sample bottle with the screw top is used, it should be
well washed and scalded and the top left off as long as possible; where the Ions
sample bottle with the cork is used, it should be well washed and scalded and
hoth bottle and cork allowed to dry before placing the corks into the bottles.

(2) Care should be taken to see that all samples are carried in a clean
sample case, protected trom the sun, and kept as cool as possible while in transit.

(3) Immediately on arrival at tlie creamery, the samples should be graded
by first removing the cream from tlie sample bottle into a clean oontainer. A
small cup is suitable for this work.

Note.—Cream for grade No. ]. must have m good clean flavor, a smooth
appearance, and test not less than 30 per cent, fat, and not more than .27 per
cent, acidity.

Grade No. 2, will include cream which is lumpy or slightly off in flavor, but
not stale, and which in the opinion of the grader, will not make first class butter.

Cream which is very sour, low in fat, :..icl showing old or stale flavors will'
if accepted, grade No. 3.

'
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pABTKUBtZINU AND KlI'GMNa,

Ai iH)ou 88 the cream i» ricviNod, it aliuuld Im jiaHtcuri/td. Tlir diirf uhjcct

in pa teurizatiuD i« to lii'ntroy iiiuiit of tliu buctiria |>rL>t>ut in tlu' (nam. This

enablc'H the buttiTiiiaker to mure coiiiiileteiy (ontrol ihe nature nf tiie fernuiitutiuii.

by the addition of a pure lactic u< iil culture. In tiiii* way it ix poi^^tible tu secure

a more uniform product.

l'a^<tcurization also improve:* the Ituvor, nml the keeping quality of the I. utter.

There are two methods of pusteuri/.ini,' in usi'—the *' tlash *" or "continuous'*

and the " lioldci " or " vat." Hy the flii^h method the cream is heatctl whiU-

pa««in^ lhrouj»h the pa-steuri/er, to a temperature of iHd dei^. F. to l^"i dc;;. V.

It is then passed over a cooler and cooled to ripmin;,' or < liiirniiij^ teniiu'rature. At

the present time the vat method hua almost entirely replaced the " Hash " method

of pasteurizin;,' cream for buttermakinif.

Ry the " vat '' method, the cream is put into a vat pasteurizer, licit' .1 to a

temperature of 145 deg. F. to 150 deg. F., and this temperature is nmiiitaincii

for a period of twenty to thirty minuti's. As the etlieiemy of }»asteuri/atioii

is dependent larjjely o!> temperature, it is very important tliat the projier tem-

perature be used, and. with the vat method, that it bo maintained for the full

holding period. The cream should tljen be cooled as quickly as possible to the

ripening temperature of 60 deg. F. to 70 deg. F.

Adding the Culture.

As soon as the cream is cooled to ripening temperature, the culture should

be added. The amount of culture to add \*'ill depend on the quality of the cream.

With cream of good quality o to 10 per cent, will be sufruient, but with cream

of poor quality, add a larger amount of culture. When the desired amount of

acidity has developed, cool the cream to churning temperature, and hold at this

temperature for .several hours befori' churning. It is a well-known fact that the

butter fat in cream needs several hours of thorough chilling prior to churninir.

if good body and grain are to lie attained. It is also known that butter made
from crenm churned immediately after cooling will be much softer in body than
the same butter would have been, had the cr^aw '•emained eoid for several hours

immediately prior to churning, tinder conditii,.is where cream is received in

the afternoon, the usual practice is to pasteurize, ripen and cool to churning
temperature, then hold the cream at this temperature until next mornin!:.

Under present conditions, and especially during the summer months, most
of the cream is ripe enough for churning before it reaches the crcainerv; pasteuriza-

tion of this kind of cream will produce a more desirable flavor and a more uniform
quality of butter than if not pasteurized.

If pasteurization is not practicable the cream should be cooled to the churning
temperature as quickly as possible after delivery at the creamery.

Cheajiehy Ciiurnino.

Churning is the process of separating the butter fat from the other con-
stituents in the cream. The time required to complete this process is afTected
hy many factors, chief of which are:

The percentage of fat in the cream, the temperature of the cream, the speed
of the chum, the amount of cream in the chnm, the acidity of the cream, the
nature of the agitation, the size and nature of the fet globules.

The fat globules exist in the cream in large nu^'bcrs. and the richer the
cream the more closely they will come into contact with each other; for this
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rvaKuii, rich ireani will churu nmro easily than |i<Nir rrcani. Uiidvr onliimry

('Oii<litiuii«, a cream rutitainin^ 30 to :<r> ]>er "<'iit. of fat '\* the inoKt natixfaetory

fur churning. A cream inut h ritiier than tills, will ailiiere to the side-i of the

ihurii, vvhi(h reduces the amount of eoiuus'sion. The uildilioii of water to the

cream will overcome this, ond caiino the butter to com- in a rcaftonahlo lenj^th

t>f time. It is iM'tter, however, to avoiil an excessive rii iiiies^ in tiie cream. The
temperature of tlic cream i»t an importiint fiictnr in dct.'iinininj.' its cliurnaliility.

Other cDiiilitions hcin^' equal, tlie liiu'licr flic temi>erature llic sooner the cliurninjf

process Vh] \h> complete; however, it slionlil always he well lieldw tin- melfinff
point of lie Imttcr fiit. If the temperature is too IukIi, there will l)e a large
ln<s nf f.. in the liutlermilli, the hultcr will lm\e a prcasy texture, and too much
huttermilk may olso he incorporated in tlic butter. On the other hand, if the
tcmpciature bo too low. the churniii',' ;i.im'css will be very diflicult to accomplisfh,

the l)ittter <:ranulcs will bo too sni;ill. and tliere will also be a loos of time
and fKiwer. Chuniiii!,' temperature i- .f jrrcat importance, and will vary considcr-
alily urid.'r dilTeri'iit londitii.n' The proper temperature to ns. nni-t i)C deter-
mined l>y tlio buttermakcr based on bin knowIed.L'o of IiM'al conditions, but under
normal conditions, the proper churninp temperature will bo between 48 dejr. F.
and .18 dog. F.

The speed at which the churn is rcvolv.d has a marked effect on the time
rc(piircd for chiirniTifr and varies with the con.-t ruction of the churn. For this

reas.jn, no definite directions can be ^jivcn as t> speed, but it should he such as
to jrive the preatost dejjree of agitation to the churn. Should it he too rapid,
the force will hold the cream ajainsf- the inner surface of the churn and it will
receive very little airitatioii. If the spc.d be too >\(*\y. the crcauj will not be
carried up the sides of the churn from wliich it falls, before reaching' the top.

The acidity of tlio cream afTects its ease of churning. This i.s d'lic to the
fact that the development of the lactii^ aciit reduces the viscositv of the cream,
and the ease with whidi the fat jrlobnles travel in the ere, -ii become.'* greater, the
less the visco.sity.

The ease with which cream may be churned is affected by both size and
(piality of the fat plobules. The character <if the fat is influenced by the breed of
the cows, t'-o period of lactation, and the feed piven to the cows.

In (u.se t!ie churn is too full, there will be little opportunity for the cream to
fall, hence little agitation, and a larpe loss of fat in the buttermilk; on the
other hand, if too small an amount of cream he used, it may adhere to the sides
of the churn and receive little or no agitation. Best results will be obtained
if the churn is from one-third to one-half full of cream. With this amount, other
conditions heinp correct, the churning process should take place in appro.ximately
forty-five minutes.

Churning Operations.

Rcfore adding the cream, the churn should be scalded, and thoroughly cooled
with cold water. This will freshen the churn and fill the pores of the wood so
that th« butter will not stick to the inside of the churn.

\U cream should be nrefully strained into the churn, .as this removes the
particles of curd which, if allowed to enter the churn, will cause specks to appear
in the butter.

^'^

Adding Color.

If color is necessary, it should be added to the cream before startin<r the
churn. The amount of color to add will depend on the natural color of the
cream, and the market demands.

^1

i 5

^y 1
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Starting the Churn.

Before starting the churn, care should be taken to see tliat all vents arc

closed, and durin;? the first five minutes of (liiirniiij; the ehurn sliould he ;-t«ipped

several times and the vent opened to relieve the air pressure developed inside.

''"'(f/i to iitop the Churn.

When bu<^cr granules appear in tlic buttermilk and are about the size of

sniii peas, the churning process is completed. The two things aimed at are, the

iieteness of the churning and the removal of the buttermilk. If the granules

are too large, buttermilk will be incorporated in them and cannot be washed out.

As soon as the churning has been completed, the buttermilk should be drawn
off into a fine strainer to prevent the loss of small particles of butter.

Washing the Butter.

Tlic purpose of washing the butter is to remove the buttermilk, and. under

some conciitions, modify the hardness or softness of the butter fat. The amount
of washing which the butter should receive will depend on the quality of the

cream. Having the cream of good quality, spraying and one washing will he

sufficient; but with cream of poor quality, the butter should be washed twice.

Nothing but pure water should be used. The amount of water should be equal

ordinarily to the amount of cream in the churn. In the case of over-churned

butter, add a large amount of water. The churn should then be revolved a few
times at churning speed. (Eight to ten revolutions are sufficient.) Under normal
conditions the temperature of the wash water should be similar to that of the

temperature of the cream, but if the room temperature is high and the butter

is soft, water a few degrees lower than the temperature of the butter should be
added and this allowed to stand until the butter is cooled to the temperature
of the water. If the butter is too hard, it can be softened by adding water a
few degrees warmer than the temperature of the butter,

Salting the Butter.

The rate at which the butter should be salted depends on the requirements

of the market, and may vary from nothing, to four per cent., in the finished

butter. It is well to remember, however, that for general trade, a mild-salted

butter is usually preferred. Nothing but the best grades of dairy salt should be

used. It should be sifted through a fine sieve, and if very dry, it should be

moistened before applying it to the butter. After the wash-water has been
removed, the butter should be salted. Apply evenly over the surface of the

butter while in the granular form, about one-half the amount of snlt, then, with
the Success or Simplex type of chum, give the chum one-half revolution which
will turn the butter over; with the Alpha or Victor type of churn, give the churn
one revolution with the rolls stationary; apply the remainder of the salt and
adjust the wo -ker.

Worhing the ihitter.

The objei ts of working butter are. to evenly ' .corporate the salt, and to give

the butter a 'lose texture. The butter should be worked just enough to give it a

firm, even body, and to prevent the appearance of mottles after it is printed

or packed. Just how nmeli working this requires, every butterraaker must deter-

mine for himself, for the reason that there are a number of conditions which
cause a variation in the length of time required to work the butter properly.

These conditions are: (1) the amount of butter in the chum; (2) temperature
of the butter; (3) the size of the granules; (4) the condition of the salt. When
there is a fairly large amount of butter in the churn, fewer revolutions will be
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Toquircd than with a small amount, for the reason that the small amount of
butter will receive little or no prciisure while passing through the rolls and it

will be difficult to distribute the salt evenly; on the other hand, if the capacity
of the churn is overtaxed, satisfactory working cannot be secured.

The butter should have sufficient firmness to stand the pressure required to
work it properly. TTard, cold butter is difficult to work, because (he particles
will not knead together. If too soft, it will receive little or no pressure, resulting
in a poor body and too much free moisture.

If tlio butter is over-churned, it will require more working because of the
gp -'tor difficulty of distributing the salt.

'"•>](<., dry salt will be hard to dissolve and roqiiirc more working.
While ij i important that the butter should bo worked sufficiently to give

it a smooth, 'irm body, overworking will break down the body and give a greasy
t--\turo^ Wl 3re conditions will permit, (lie rlium should be allowed to '"stand
lox ta 'c\- ninutes during the working period. Tiiis will aid in dissolving the
salt, and lessen the danger of mottles appearing in the finished butter. If the
churn has been stopped at the right time and the butter properly washed, no
special effort will be required to remove an excess of moisture.

Packixg and rRiXTrvo.

Butter is usually in the Ijcst condition for packing immodiatolv after it has
been worked. The form in which the iaittcr is finished will dcjiend on the market
demands. When made for immediate use, the one-pound print is usually preferred;
but if it is intended for export, or to be put into cold storage, the 5G-poun(i
box is required.

Printing.

There are' two methods in common use for makinir one-pound prints—the
hand printer, and the printing machine. Where the hand printer is used, the
butter should be handled at such a temperature as not to affect its body.' the
prints should have square corners, be free from holes or finger marks, and be
neatly wrapped in good quality parchment paper. They should weigh Ifii/i ounces
(with wet wrapper) to allow for shrinkage. \Y]}cn "filling OO-pound boxes for
the printing machine, care should bo taken to have the Inittor well packed into
the box and when about half full, press the butter spade down between the butter
and the inner surface of the box until it reaches the bottom : repent this operation
when the box is nearly full. This will lessen the danger of air holes and give
the butter a smoother surface when pressed out of the box.

If the butter be put into 5fi-pound boxes, the box should be new. well
paraffined on the inside, and lined with good parchment paper. The parchment
paper should be soaked for at least 2t hours before using, in a stronjr brine
solution, containing a small amount of formalin, to prevent mould. After lining
the box, and before adding the butter, each box should be weighed and the
weight marked on the side of the box. The butter should be carefully packed
into the box and the top neatly finished. \ SG-pound box should contain from
one-half to one pound butler extra, to allow for shrinkage. The date and the
number of the churning should be placed on the side of each box.

Stobino and SirippiNo.

As soon as the butter is printed or packed it should be put into the refrigerator.
The refrigerator should be kept clean and tidy, and he whitewashed frequently to

li t
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keep it fresh and sweet. It should be kept at ae low a temperature as possible.

Where the ice is stored above the refrigerator, the ice chamber should be kept

well filled with ice. If round cylinders are used for cooling, they also should

be kept well filled with ice. The addition of salt to these, will help reduce the

temperature. It is well to remember that butter is a perishable article, and unless

stored in a temperature below freezing the quality will deteriorate very rapidly.

When shipping, see that the boxes arc handled carefully, kept clean, and
protected from the sun while in transit to the refrigerator car.

Cake of Ciiuuxs, Ckeam Vats and Other Utensils.

After the butter has been removed, the churns should be vvashed first, with
moderately hot water, then twice with boiling water, after which allow plenty

of pure air to circulate through the churn, as this wi'; 'ry tlie inside and prevent

musty odors. Once a week the churn should be given a wash with lime water,

to keep it fresh and sweet. The gear and outside of the churn should receive

careful attention and be kept clean and tidy.

Cream vats, pasteurizers, and other creamery utensils, should be first rinsed

with warm water, then washed with hot water and a brush. (A small amount
of good washing compound may be added to the wash water.) Then thoroughly
scald with boiling water. Boiling water and human labor are both expensive yet

both are essential for cleanliness.

Ice Cream
D. McMillan.

Although the history of ice cream dates back to the seventeenth century,

until recently, its de\ lopmcnt has been rather slow. This is no doubt due to

the fact that it was eaten largely on account of its pleasant taste and as a luxury,

rather than as food. Conditions change, however, and after a thorough investiga-

tion, it is now claimed by some, that a considerable quantity is eaten primarily
for its food value. Whether eaten solely for its pleasure-giving properties, or as a

food, ice cream, when properly made, has not only a pleasant taste, but it also

contains considerable food value.

In recent years, the production of ice cream has become quite an important
branch of the dairy industry of this country. As the bulk of it is made during

,

the summer months, or in other words, at a time when tliere is usually a surplus

of milk and cream, the manufacture of ice cream fits in very nicely with the

city creamery or city milk plant. A number of these have added ice cream
making as a branch of their business. There are also a number of large plants,

devoted almost exclusively to its manufacture, which should insure a more uniform
product, made under good sanitary conditions.

It is not the intention in this bulletin to go into all the details of ice cream
manufacture; there are, however, in this, as in all other dairy practices, certain

phases of the work which require careful attention. The quality of the cream
to be used in ice cream making is an important factor. It should contain a

liberal amount of butter fat, and above everything else, it should be free from
all contaminations.
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Care of Cream.

First standsrJize the cream to the desired percentage of fat. If uecessary,

pasteurize by lieating the cream to 145 deg. F., and hold it at this temperature

for a period of twenty-five minutes; then cool as quickly as possible to a tem-

perature close to, but above freezing, hold at this temperature for at least twenty-

four hours before being made into ice cream. This should be done for several

reasons—at this temperature it will remain sweet longer than if held warmer

;

its viscosity is increased ; and a better i)odicd ice cream may be mnde when the fat

has been cooled for a sufficient length of time to allow a thorough hardening.

Perhaps the most efficient method of holding or cooling cream with ice, is to set

the filled cans into an insulated tank of water in which the ice is floating. This

will ensure thorough chilling without the danger of freezing. If the cream be

allowed to freeze during the holding period, the properties wh'?h give body and

yield, will, to some extent, be injured.

Standardizing Cream for Ice Crkam Making.

It is very desirable that a uniform fat percentage be maintained in the

cream used from day to day. Hence, there should be some means at hand for

standardization. The most accurate method of standardizing cream to any desired

percentage ^of butter fat, is the following:

Example 1. G-iven a 36 per cent, cream and skim milk to be mixed to produce

a 20 per cent, cream. The weights to be used can be determined in the follow-

ing way:

1. Subtract the figures representing the desired quality from the known per

cent, of fat in the cream. Tliis will give the weight of skim- milk to be used.

2. Subtract the per cent, of fat in the milk (which in skim- milk is 0) from

the desired percentage of the mixture to obtain the weight of cream to be used.

This can be best illustrated by placing the figures as shown in the square.

36 20 (20 - 0=20)

16

36

(36-20=16)

It will be noticed that by mixing twenty pounds of 36 per cent, cream and
sixteen pou -ds of skim milk, there will be obtained thirty-six pounds of twenty

per cent, cream. Suppose we require 220 pounds of 20 per cent, cream, 220 X
16 -f- 36, will give the weight of skim milk required ; and 220 X 20 -h 36 will

give the weight of 36 per cent, cream required to make 220 lbs. of 20 per cent.

Example 2. Given 367 lbs. of 38 per cent, cream to be reduced by skim
millc to an 18 per cent, cream, the square will be:

38 18 (18-0=18)

20 (38-18=20)
367 X 20 -T- 18 will give the weight of skim milk required.

'

: 1

1 1
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Example 3. Given a 26 per cent, cream and a 4 per cent, milk to be
to produce a 16 per cent, crtam the square w' 1 be:

26 12 (16-4=12)

mixed

4 20 (26-16=10)
22

Tims, we see that by mking 12 lbs. of 20 per cent, cream and 10 lbs. of 4 per
cent, milk, there will be obtained 22 lbs. of 16 per cent, cream. But sujjixisin''
rve require 110 IbP of IG per cent, cream, 110 X 10 --- 22 will gue the weight
of 26 per cent, cream required to make 110 lbs. of 16 per cent, cream.

Example 4. Given 264 lbs. of 34 per cent, cream to be reduced by 3.5 per
cent, milk to a 22 per cent, cream, the square will be:

34 18.5 (22-3.5=18.5)

3-5 12 (34-22=12.)
264 X 12 -f- 18.5 will give tiie we:o;ht of 3.5 per cent, milk require<l.

Note.—It will be found that one of the foui examples described above, will
be suitable for any condition wliicli may arise in connection with the standardiza-
tion of cream. Also, if found more convenient, gallons, quarts, or pints' may
be used instead of pounds.

PREPAIiATION' OK THE MiX.

There should be no i)lac(! in the up-to-date ice cream plant for "-uess-woik
Accuracy in the preparation of the mix is essential, if a uniform product is to be
secured. The cream and sugar should he carefully wcislied, and the flavorin-
measured. As the capacity of most brine freezers' is rated on tlie wine-ballon
basis. It IS necessary to arrange formulas to suit the capacity of the fr'cezer.
The ten-gallon formula is the most convenient. A formula for ten wine-trallon^
of vanilla ice cream is. 44 to 48 lbs. of cream (depending on tlie fat content)
8 lbs. of sugar, and 4 oz. of vanilla extract. This will make approximately eight
imperial gallons of finished ice cream.

When fruits, nuts, or other solid materials are used, they should be added
after the ice cream has become partly frown, otherwise they will settle and
remain at the bottom of the freezer. If fresh fruit of any kind is to he put into
tne cream, it should he well chopped or crushed, and "sweetened, suitable for
table use. some time before nsinj.

Probably the strawberry is the most popular of fruit ice creams. A formula
for ten wine-gallons is: 44 lbs. of cream. S lbs. of suirar. and 64 oz. of strawberry
syrup After the ice cream is partly frozen, add one-half gallon of preserved
strawberries.



The Fheezino Pkocess.

The length of time required to freeze a battli of ke cream will depend on

the temperature of the mix, the temperature of the brine, and the amount of

siij,'ar used. If the mix be placed in the freezer at a teniperuture of 50 deg. F.

to 60 i!eg. F., there is danger of churning. It will also require several minutes to

cool the cream to the whipping jjoiiit. and from .") to lit mi:iutes to finish the

freezing process. It is, of course, possible to freeze it more quickly, in which

event the cream passes through the whip])ing temperatures too rapidly to insure

thorough whioping. If the mix be put into tlie freezer at 31 deg. to 37 deg. F.

it may he froien in from seven to ten niinuti and ample time is allowed for

whipp 'V,"
' far as " swell " is concerned, it practically all takes place during

the time the" cream is cooling from 3.") deg. F. to "28 deg. F. Sugar is a resistant

of freezing, and ice cream sw „'tened to the average taste contains a])proximately

13 to 17 per cent, of added sugar, and has a freezing point of about 28.5 deg. F.

to 27.0 deg. F. Remove the ice cream I'rnni the freezer when it has reailied the

consistency of extra heavy condensed milk. So far as possible, all handling of

the finished product should l)e done while it is in this semi-solid condition. If

placed in large containers and hardened, then later removed and packed into small

containers, there will b* a loss of volume.

Where ice cream bricks are hardened in a mixture of salt and ice, care

should be taken to see that ihe moulds are well filled witli ice ereani. otherwi?^

the salt brine will work into the moulds and spoil the contents.

Factory Cheddar Cheese Making:
T. J. MrKTXNT:Y.

Tm: Cvnn VST.

Provide pint glass jars or porcelain cups suflficient in number to test the

milk of at least the number of put runs supplying milk to the factory. A con-

venient size for the porcelain cuji is two inches in diameter and throe inches

deep. Each jar or cup should be itlaiidy numbered or tagged. Proviile a tin or

tralvnni^ed iron box with a neat-fitting cover, large enouirh to hold the jars or

cups. This bn\- should liave both v.ater and steam connect ion^. Wlien takin;r the

sani|>le Tor making the test, place tlie milk in the cup or jar with the same number

as is opposite the patron's name. Place them in the liox. adding water to the

depth of the milk in the jars or cups. Paiso the temperature of the samples to

Sfi deg. F. When transferring llio thermometer from one cup to the other, special

care must be taken to sterilize the thermometer each time. When the milk has

reached a temperature of 86 deg. F., .-.dd one dram of a diluted rennet solution made
of one part rennet to twenty-four parts water. The rennet may bo stirred in by

v<\r\'^ a knife with a ""^lid metal hanrlle. or by giving the c\\]) a rotary motion. Care

should be taken if a knife be userl. to sterilize the kii:'^ between the stirring of

each sample so as not to contaminate one sample from another. When the samples

are firm enough, cut into small pieces with the same knife as was u.sed for stirring

in the rennet using the same precautions to sterilize between the cutting of each

sample. Paise the temperature to 08 deg. F. Stir the curd at intervals, sufTi-

ciently to keep it from matting, for three-quarters of an hour.

When the cubes are quite firm, pour off the whey and allow the curd to
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mat in the bottom of the jar«. After the samples stand for awhile, more whey
can be poured off the curd. The water around the jars should be kept at a
temperature of 98 deg. F. for five or six hours. By smelling, the curd, ba.l flavors
can be detected which could not be found in the milk. This test is valuable in
helpmg t.. convince patrons that their milk is not in good condition for cheese-
making.

TirK Phkiauatio.v and L^k or a ("ri.TiitE.

First provide suitable cans of good tin, whidi are well soldered, and about
twenty inches deep an.l eijrht inches in diameter. It is better to hive a duplicate
set, as his gives a better opportunity for keeping thrm in good crr/Jly;.,... When
the milk IS in small lots it can be mm-e readily heated and cooled Bn if kept in
larger quantities For convenience in heating and cooling, a spe.-ial box large
enough to hod the cans eontaining the culture for one day's use should be pro-
vided. This box should bo n-.ade of wood, or if made <.f metal, should be insulated
80 as to maintain a constant temperature while the culture is settin- Thi< is
essential if best results are to be obtained. The box should be supplied withsteam and cold water connections.

Better results may be obtained by using tha milk from the sam. source each
day, as we are more likely to get a uniform flavor and a.iditv from .lav to dayby so doing After selecting the milk, place the cans in the tank with cob! water",

frl''°T-I
™"' "^"^^ "'""'**'

I'''**''' "'"* /guarding against contamination
from outside sources. Heat gradually to a temperature of 18.5 dejj F Thismay be done without stirring the milk. Hold at this temperature for" a few
minutes to make sure that the milk in the cans has reached this temperature.

without stirrir^ij the milk), to a temperature of about GO deg. F. In case propermeans for heating and cooling, such as descnbed. are not a^^ailable. then sti h

'

w 11 be necessary. Xow add a small amount of the mother culture suflicient to .i^the desired acd at the time required for use. In our work we rtnd that al^one ounce by measure) to ten pounds of milk gives very good results T start""'

LTn w'* '^^'t"':^^'?
'"^ '^ oommercial. or pure "culture. The e ma tobtained from the Bacteriological Department of ihe College, or from any of thedairy supply houses. Special temperatures are required fo^r the firs^propa. t nof hese cultures. Empty the mother culture into a quart of pasteurized milk

takes piare. It is advisable to propagate a commercial culture at lon«t two orthree times before using. If the culture is to be kept more than ll ho ir it i

moZr cuU.;"' T''':''''' '7
"^'""

' ^"^^'^^ temperature an usinl'!::;;mother culture. Aim to produce the same acidity from day to d.n^ WI,! i

ittidit, .houM not be mrf. Allutml LI L«if l, ,'
"'"; '" '""'' ""

before ming in eulture making
Hiorouyhl, ele,„,e,l and sterilized
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Co-opEnATio>f Betwken Makeb akd Patron.
That there hiu< \wvn n iimrkcd iiiiprov.nicut in tliu milk doliverod to the

factory for cheese-making is (juitu ai)i)arfnt from the improved quality of the
cheese produced, hut there is still room for more co-operation hetween the maker
and his patrons; first by the maker keepinfr his factory and its surroundinjjs in a
hcttf^r condition as to cleanliness and sanitation, thereliy making' it a more attractive
jdaco, which the farmer can look at with pride instead of disgust; secondly, by
returning the by-product, whey, in better condition. This latter can bo accomplished
only by the pasteurization of the whey and the proper cleaning of the tank. It is
useless boating the whey unless it is all removed each day and the tank thoroughly
washed.

Tiiere can be no hard and fast rul.., givc-i f(,r heating the whey, as this
must bo varied according to the conditions at the factory, although tiiere are a
few general principles which must bo observed if this work is to be done successfully
and profitably. The heating should be commenced as soon as possible after the
firsi whey is put into tlio tank. This should be done for two reasons—first to
take advantage of the temperature tlie whey is already at; and second, to prevent
the furtlier development of acidity. The whev should bo heated to at least
l.'iO dog. F. in order to obtain the best results, fare should bo taken not to
exceed 160 dog. F., as heating above this temperature will cause the whev to
become slimy.

The benefits to be derived from pastourizinir whov are: It conserve, the food

V . -u .•
^^"^^ >n preventing the development of acid; it ensures a more even

distribution of the fat in the whey; it also prevents the spread of contagious
disease througl, the whey when being returned to the f*>rm and fed to voun- stock-
the sweet whey is not so hard on the cans a. is sour whev, and the cans are more
pas, y cleaned when the whey is kept clean and sweet, .according to experiments
made t we whey may be heated at a cost of from r.Oc. to $1.00 per ton of cheesenrcnrdmg to the efficiency of the equipment of the factory.

Milk fou Citki-se-makixo.
To obtain the best results, it is necessary to have the milk delivered at the

tnctory clean, sweet and of good flavor. Tlie evening milk should be cooled to
'"- \?' Z •

T'^
*^' morning's milk cooled before mixin-^ with the

witr/^n
'1 r

n^aker who accepts other than good milk is not acting fairly

TrsTivn Foi! r!in:M:ss.
Rrniirt Trsf.

The rennet test should always be made after the color is added to the milkVlien a number of tests are made, and afterwards poured into tl vat wnt^outbav.i^ the color achled. white specks are most likely'to appear in the cheTse
10 make the test, measure exactly eicrht ounces of milk in an eiM.f miT,nn

nnk'then adi"'"'?"
"^'' '"' ^^ ^'=^^^ "^ ^^'^ of mntcb,, VoS in ^hndk. then add one dram of rennet, note the time on the second hand of a watchor chH-k. st,r the rennet info the milk for ten seconds, count the time from add n'he rennet until the match, or piece of wood stopped. When the m Ik has h;required acid, this will take from twenty to twentf^four seconds

Acidimcter.

The ripeness or acidity of milk may be tested also with the acidimeW v„
definite degree of acidity can be given as'a hard and fast"ut to got So ^t

I I
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ruk", is to M nt lliat acidity which will allow ihe eurd to remain in the whey
from 'ilii <o -^ hours from the time r' addinj; the rennet, until tiie wiicy is

removed witli the right degree of acidity developed. This is usually about .17

per ceut. on the acidimeter.

If u.<ii 3 tiic acidimetcr and making colored cheese, the acidity should be

ascertained before adding the color to the milk, aji it is more dillicult to detect

the neutral point with the color added to the milk.

Another point to note carefully when usinj; the ucidinieter is, the clTc. t of

the presence of rainwater in the milk. When the milk is diluted, less* milk is

taken in the sample, and will show a letis de?;ree i>f acidity tha> is contained in

the milk to the extent of the percentage of dilution, tliercb, misleading the

cheesemakcr.

The Use of Pepsin or Other Sdbstitutes for Rennet.

Pepsin in powder, or solid iVirm is prepared by dissolving about one-quarter

ounce of pepsin in eight ounces of i>ure water. This solution is then added to one

thousand pounds of milk or suflicieiit of it to coagulate the milk in from twenty-

five to thirty minutes.

Liquid rennet substitutes are already prepared for use and the directions are

given by the manufacturer. The quantities usually rei'onimended.are from four

to five ounces to one thousand pounds of milk. Pepsin does not seem to work
so well in very sweet milk as does rennet.

If setting a vat of milk at .IT per cent, acidity by using rennet, for pepsin

or other rennet substitutes, the milk should have .18 or .185 per cent, acidity

in order to obtain similar results. Care should be taken not to develop too much
acid on the milk, as it will injure the quality of the cheese.

Speixo Cheese.

If color is used it should be thoroughly mixed with the milk before the rennet

is added, using one to one and one-half ounces of color per thousand pounds
of milk. Add color in amount as the market may require. The use of cheese

coloring should be discouraged, as it is a needless expense. *

When making early spring cliceso it is usual!" necessary to make a quick-
curing cheese in order to reach an early market.

To make this class of cheese it is advisable tc use a large quantitv uf reinut

and a small quantity of salt, as this hastens the ripening process and overcomes
the tendency of milk at this time to make a dry. hard cheese due to the low per
cent, of fat in the milk and the tendency of this class of milk to develop acid

rapidly. Heat the milk to 86 deg. F., and stir slowly while heating. When the
desired acidity is obtained, add the rennet, using four or five ounces per thousand
pounds of milk, or sufficient to coagulate the milk firm enough for cutting in

fifteen or twenty minutes.

Commence to cut early, using the horizontal knife first, cutting slowly length-
wise of the vat.

Then with the perpendicular knife cut crosswise and afterwards lengthwise
of the vat. We would advise strongly the use of the Vi-iufh wire knife, as this

leaves the curd in better condition for the moisture to escape with the least

possible loss in the whey, as the cubes are smaller, and more uniform, and are
not so easily broken as the larger ones.

Commence stirring at once with agitators or the McPherson rake. Stir
carefully for ten or fifteen minutes, then see that the curd is free from the sides

'J
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of the vat before applyinR heat. This loo^oiiin^' of the curd from the si.lts of the
vat can be done at this stage with \e*A Ioh^ than if done immediutely nftor cuttinp.
as the curd has become somewhat firnu-r and does not break up so "readily, furds
should bo kandled, carefully and in such a manner that the cubes will not b4'
broken, nor allowed to mat together. Houph handling or breaking of the curd
causes a serious lorn to both quality and quantity.

Heat to a temperature of OS dej;. V. in 1

1

.. hours from the time of settin.'. We
formerly adrised taking the agitators out smm nfter heating was completed with the
Idea that we were able to firm the curd better with the !=mall rake, but since the
introduction of the i^-inch knife, we have found that we get »K>tter results with
less labor, by allowing the agitators to run for a longer time

There is nothing gained by harsh treatment of the curd, as such treatment
wil allow the moisture to escape only in so far as it breaks the curd. It is much
hetter to allow the curd to firm by natural agencies, namelv. acid development
heat, and rennet action. Acid usually develops vorv rapidly in the spring, there-
fore It .8 necessary to be prepared to remove the whev quickly when sumcient

;C «e^/;w"
developed which may be from .10 to .19 per cent, as shown by

he acidimeter. Curds at this stage should be nice and firrn (not hard or harsh)

ai the?ree"m'o sT' T" '"'"^""",- ^he sink a suiTicient length of tim to

trvi ^''^'"r*"^^
to escape, as the moisture can he removed at this stage

d^i n Jie ^rl "'V'^i^'V' '"" ^"*" ""• ^^^"^'^ '^' "'-1 about 8 in hesdeep in the curd ink. When ,t is well matted, cut into strips (5 to 8 inches wideand turn upside down, and in about fifteen minutes tun. again, piling two deepContinue turning every fifteen minutes until the curd is read; trmi] wZ'the curd IS well matted and flaky and shows .7 to .8 per cent of acT it sSdbe milled, and we stirred afterwnrrls Ti,;,, of • i. i, -
snouici

enough to prevent the cTrd mlS ttil ^ d tT;rit^^ T^^
"?."

curd has mellowed down nicclv nnd shows 1 o { oVr ,ent of an!, ^r V
Iris ,-lLf r*w n.

of IT. to 2 pounds of salt to l.non pounds of milk

g iSow oVde'g F *Afir"'';r
"'

\'r
"'^'^ ''^^ '^""''"^^ to'mi.,i„:'shouhi

85 ckg.F when ready to salf p7."""" ^'''^ ''"'^ ^' '''^ .Gradually to about

the cheefe ImLll ZfSW^' ^-P- tighten the press gradually and leave

SuMMKn Cheese.
in making summer cheese one ounee of Poln, t„ n

milk is usually suffident but thirnT, k •
,

"^ thousand pounds of

the market. tlsefrZ 3 L •?!/ o,,^ %
'""'^ "'™'^^'"" ^ requirements of

of milk, or siifficientTo coatiia^ J""*^^'

of rennet extract per thousand pounds
this limit is exeideVwe hCLte™ , h^^

""•?.' \'' *° '' "''""^'- "
firming of the curd is the sam^^^ g.^ ?o;^:;r;n"g^t^^* ^^^ ^^"^"^ ""^

- n>ayrdeaIinTwTmli;ra % ™f"^" *^'"P^™^- ^">^«-^ ^^^^^^> «'

^pring.^ The acidify shLT be allowSrdLTPr'''°\ ''''' ""^'^ ^^^^^
^om da. to day to^.ve ^^fZ^^l^^^^^^^^^tt^:-^
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procc8)*, aiming to have the curd wnth good body, wcM matted and in a flaky

condition when ready to mill. At this time it should have an acidity of .7 to .8

per cent, in about two hours from '
• time of dipping. The curd should be well

stirred after milling, and, if tut crosswise of the gruin, the stirring may i>e done

better and with mach less labor. Curd should be well matured, stirred, aired

thoroughly and cooled to a temperature of 85 deg. F. before salting. Use from

2 to 21/2 pounds of salt on the curd from one thousand pounds of milk.

Fai.i> Chkese.

When making fall cheese it is a mistake to use too much culture or to ripen

the milk too much, giving the cheese the appearance of 'mving been made from
over-ripe milk, which is very objectionable in fall cheese; rather use a smaller

amount of culture, not more than one-qu.Trtcr of one per cent., and add it to the

milk when there is a small quantity in the vat, as it starts a gradual fermentation
which continues all through the process. Always heat the milk to at least the tem-
perature of the culture before Lhe culture is added. Set slightly sweeter than
usual, as we are able to work closer to the "sweet line" all the way through,
owing to the fact that we receive the milk in better condition.

Oasst Milk.

The presence of gas in the milk retards the development of acid, and as

acid is necessary in the manufacture of cheese, we should make the conditions
as favorable for its development as possible without injury to the body of the
curd. To do this, use ^4 to V:i Pf" f'ent. of good culture, as by so doing we
introduce into the milk an abundance of lactic acid bacteria, which will, under
favorable conditions, overcome the gas-producing bacteria.

The next step is to ripen the milk slightly more than usual before setting.
VTi cutting, aim to have the cubes as even in size as possible. Allow the acid
:o • ^ jlop sliglitlv further before applying the he. t, stir carefully, and heat
slowly, aiming to have the curd in normal condition at dipping. Use the same
temperature for cooking and the same acid for dipping as with a normal curd.
A gassy curd does not require so much stirring as a normal curd, because the
moisture leaves it more readily. Mill as soon as the curd is well matted and the
acidity has developed to .8 t,. .8.5 per cent. About half wav between "billing and
salting, commence piling the curd. Allow it to stand is" or 20 m . then
spread it out, stir and pile again. Continue to do this until the curd feels mellow.
Hive plenty of fresh air before salting. TTsp a normal amount of salt and put to
press at a temperature of about 80 deg. F.. if possible.

OvER-HiPE Milk.

What is over-ripe milk? It is milk with one of the agents used in cheese-
hiaking out of proportion

; or milk with the lactic acid developed in too -n-cat a
desrreo in order to obtain the very best results in converting the milk into "cheese.
What arc the agents used in separating the solids from the moisture or water
content of the milk? They are rennet, heat, and acid development tn<rether
with the cutting of the curd to get it into a convenient condition for the escape
of the moistum The heat should not be applied until enough milk is in sight to
fill the vat. Wliy? Because as we raise the temperature, we make more favorable
conditions for the development of acid. Heat as quicklv as possible to 82 deg
or 83 deg. F.. and after testing for acidity, .set at this temperature. Why'
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Bemuse, flist, .s'i dcjj. i« luss fmoruhlo for arid iluM'loi.nii'nt than !i(t I.','. F..
and til.- time for heating to 8t; dcj.'. i^ saved; and wiiat i^ nior.' nuiiortant. \uii art'

able t
. «et the rennet in cooner and a hir-iT (|iiantitv ..f it, thereUv gftiin;; tiic

acid under control more quickly; if not under c.ntn.l, it is dillicult to pi it to
work Ml ronjunction with tlie other agents whi.h .ontract md evjnl moi-ture
from the curd. In handlii>,;r over-ripe milk it is aUvavs advisable to \i*o more
rennet—at least one ounce more, per thousand |.,,uiid^ ..r'niilk, fop se\ernl naMjiis:
hrnt, that it may coa^uiule the milk more (|U!, klv; ..end, it jri\es « liinier curd
more quickly, and renders the <urd les^s liable to l,o broken when handling' it
thereby caving to a great extent the great los- «hirl, nsuMJIv is sustained fr(,m
making ovcr-ripo milk into cheese. It also help, to break down the caseous
matter in the cheese, giving it a better texture, (-ounnence utlin.' the . u.d carlv
and cut rapidly so ns to keep pace with the rapid firming of the .urd. If this is
not done the curd will get into a condition which makes it ver>- hard to cut
properh^ Use the H-in.h knifo rather than cut the cird fo„r timl.s. as it leaves
the curd more uniform and in better condition than when it is chopped finely.
ITeat quickly, and i necessary, raise the temperature two or three degrees higher
than for normal milk.

A great many cheesemaker. make a mistake at this point, h, stopping thetirnng ,nd running off part of the .hey when the curd is quite scfft: wh
the wheyjs runmng off, the curd is matting, then they go at it with a litt e rakeand break .t all up. thereby liberating a lot of the milk solids/g y nJ tohigh acid reaction in the whey, and the result is. they have a . veet iml anTl asweet cheese. The natural tendency for this kind of curd is to run to'e he TtCbest way ,s to keep it stirre.l in all the whov until it firms up a lUt e Ha draking does not firm the curd, evept i„ so far'ns it breaks the c d,cs a^ntatorar used, the curt can be kept apart and the whev loweml quite' soo„ enough.-.t .out resorting o this rough handling. One .an-rcndilv see it if ho ^

mill slightly earlier than usual If not t.nl '^ '*'", " ''**''^ ''*^'^'^'-

curd well before salting.
'^ ""*- treat .ns a normal curd. Mature tho

IJII'KXIXG 01! Ct'lUXO ClIEKSE

P. -^rtt;:rr^:!rrr;TmL;:^nr ""^^^^"" ^^'-^^ - '^^

<l'-e the quality cannot be the fine^' T ler 'o t

"
n"'"'

" T' ""r"''room where the temperature can be oonir. led 11 i
.,;;"u'"-'

''
T''^'

"

some means be provided to control <l,o „,«;- •

'"' ^""'"- ^^ is important that

•Y-th of moull, whi.; otuTS^lr ormurmoi t^r

"°" " """ *^ ^^'^^^^'^ *^^

shrinkage takes place if there is t o 1 tie m i tu f in l"'"'""'- i"
"'"*'"'^''

perature and moisture mav be obtaind iv i Tr •
''

'"'""•
^''•'P'''' **^"i-
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* <„..,i..v K.M.n the r<M)in woU swept and lookin<i dean aii<l

i?-
T;r^::.;':::;;";s.,»M';,'h.;o *on. a., ..,r.,< ^c, . .» .. ..

«

,.UJ on ,k"; .t™, ...a pr..vi ...".. '• V'">"' """' ""'» ""'

:r,fp.;"'r.'X ;l;.w'.na :«";.a. t,,,. ,.w,,. ..„„„ia w ,. o„ .1,0. ......i

one week old. ^

Farm Buttermaking
BKLI.A MlI.I.Ali.

\ dairy instructor once said " Buttermaking begins in the stable but it does

notJ^dtiilT^i^bed produ. --^^l-^^^M^r^-or rw!;^
the truth of that statement, care shouh be exercise, m ij.r> i

La ,„o a»io:n....;s .-.toWoM
2';:';';-,,.;^»;i^,,^. .'Sena. ac, ,«

;r,k dJ:;u^^"!ri,r,,p.., .-,.. ,1,0 ,„„« .kiH.,l ....^.r «„„., ,r„a„..e the

!^ icio'uly fine .0 prove,,, ,i„y p„r,irlo« Vi,,, c,rr,.a Ihrough.

rnEAMIN'O TIIK MII.K.

shallow pans and deep .ans for .reanung purpose^.

Shallow Pans. i„,„i,i Kn aniinod into the pans as

When using shallow pans, the nulk shouhl '^'^
* 3' ^^tlv ^m in a

;'::.;;;,:':/;:'w*!;;' \u:'i,:nUL. .hi i..,., .. c,o.,„ int„ ,„o o^.™ c.„.

/>,.,'/) Seltin;] System ^ creaming milk.

The day is past for the use o *'

;^«';;"
J^^^" ,^ When using tins
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conditions, is much greater than when centrifugal force by means of a cream
separator, is applied.

Cream Sepauatobs.

The surroundings of a separator, as well as all its parts, should be kept dean.
Immediately after separating, the creian should t)c allowed to cool quickly to

at least 55 deg. before adding it to the cream can.

The cream should be of such a richness tliat from 3 to 3i/> lbs. of butter

can be made from one gallon of cream, or the cream should contain from 25

to 30 per cent, butter fat. This can be regulated by the screw on the separator bowl.

Taking a rich cream for buttermaking means less labor, lower churning

temperatures, and less loss in the buttermilk.

CaIIE and Rll'EXtNO OF CliKA.M.

The cream can should be large enough to hold the cream for one cliurning

and should be provided with a cover.

A simple ami cheap cream stirrer consists of a saucer-shaped piece of tin

about tiiree inches in diameter with a long handle of heavy iron (tinned) fastened

to tlie centre of it.

Wiicn collecting cream for a cluirning, care sliould be taken to keep it in a

clean, cool place, ami to stir it thoroughly from the bottom of the can every time

fresh cream is added.

,. , , „. . CUFAM l!lI'i:NlX(i.
.\(tluri(l Ilipcitm;/.

in farm buttermaking, cream is very often ripened naturally, that is, no

"culture'' or "starter"' is added, but the lactic acid bacteria present in the

cream arc allowed to develop. This method may bo used, if the flavor is satisfa> tory.

Ripening by Using Cultures.

A culture may be obtained from the Bacteriological Department at the College,

or from a dairy supply house and directions for its propagation and use are

sent out with it.

ro carry ou a culture from day to day: pasteurize some skim milk by heating

it to IHII or 185 deg. F., hold it at that temperature for 30 minutes, then cool

it to GO or G5 deg. and add from one to two ounces of culture for each ten pounds

<pf milk.

Let it stand undisturbed until Mxt day when it should be nicely coagulated

and ready for use.

By using a culture to assist in cream ripening, the buttermaker has more
control of the flavor and is able to make a more uniform product.

In farm dairy work some sour cream, sour skim milk, or buttermilk niav be

used, if the flavor is alright. One method is to add one or two cupfuls of culture

to the cream can when beginning to collect cream for churning. By doing this

tiie sweet cream becomes inoculated with bacteria that will produce a desirable

flavor.

Another method is to keep the cream sweet until twenty-four hours before

clnirning. then heat it to 65 deg. F. and add from one cup to one pint of culture

for each gallon of cream. "When the cream begins to thicken, cool it to churning
temperature, or lower, and hold it at that temperature over night.

Paxipurize and Add Cult lire.

This method of cream ripening is commonly used 'n creamery practice. By
it we have the greatest control of the flavors, but iH' " 'abor is involved.
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Place the can of cream in a vessel of hot water on the stove Bring the

crean!o a temperature of 145 deg. to 150 deg. F. Hold it "t tj''t^^"
for twcntv minutes, then cool rapidly to GO dog. or Go dog., and add a chart

^°
'Kam^r':;ws that have been a U-, time m mUlc is --tim. d«

to churn and can he rendered churnable by means of pasteurisation. Bad flavor,

are, to a certain extent, eliminated by this treatment.

Sometimes cream held at a low temperature develops a bitter flavor. H.p

troub' ma b kept In check by keeping the cream at a higher tempor.iture to

eneoura^^ the development .f the lactic acid bacteria, winch cause the >ou.ing.

"' 'c::rS::SX:^^'^o^^ l.- a picas., add taste and smej.

It .houTd be smo^ h and glossy and perfectly free from lumps. Cream should

1 ,t rlwe^^^^ become ofer-ripe before churning. If for any reason a .hurning

Is put off for a day, the development of acid can be checked by lowering tTie

*^"7herrwm ta~essive loss of fat in the buttermilk if sweet cream is

added to the ripened cream just before churning.
,. •. j

Althou<rh a mild-flavored butter is in demand, only a limited amou- oi

sweet-cream%utter is required for the Ontario markets at the present time .

^
catering to this trade should cool the cream and chum at the temperature that

will give an exhaustive churning.

Churning.

On manv thermometers at 62 deg. the word "Churning" is printed. If

the manufacturers placed it there as a guide, many have mistaken it for a rule.

There is no standard temperature for churning, as conditions vary and many

thin-s should 1.0 taken into consideration; for example, low churning temperatures

may be used when we have such conditions as rich cream, not too much in the

churn, .succulent feed, and cows fresh in milk.

Choose the temperature that will bring the Imtter in nice, firm granules

in from 20 to 30 minutes.

A range of temperatures that will cover most farm conditions would bo~

rA to .^8 deg. F. in summer, and 56 to 64 deg. in winter.

Alvvavs strain the cream into the chum, using a perforated tin strainer

dipper The small white specks sometimes seen in butter are caused by particles

of curd which should not have been in the cream and would not have been in

the olmrn if a strainer had been used. These particles injure both the appearance

and keeping quality of the butter.
. , , u i * n

In farm dairies the barrel chum is used and having it about one-thirrl full

will make the work easier. A gren^ many of the long chumings are caused by

having too much cream in the churn. Another cause of long churning is baviniz

the cream too cold. If after churning about thirty minutes, there is no sign of

butter coming, raise the temperature of the cream a few degrees. Take the cream

from the chum, place the can in a vessel of warm water and stir the cream until

the required temperature is reached.

With very thin cream it is difficult to gather the butter and it mav be

necessary to draw off part of the buttermilk and continue the work, revolving

the chum slowlv.
. .

If the butter breaks and will not gather, but remains about the size of clover

seed, take the temperature of the contents of the chum, add a quart or two
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of water a few degrees warmer, revolve the churn a few times, let it stand a

minute or two, then draw off part of the diluted buttermilk, and coutinue thf
churning.

If a rich cream thickens during the process of cimrning and concussion
ceases, add enough water at the same temperature to dilute it so that it will

drop again.

Difficult churnings are caused in a number of ways but can be avoided if

a little thought is given to the question.

When the granules of butter are about one-half the size of wheat grains, add
a couple of quarts of water several degrees colder than the temperature of the
cream and continue churning until the granules are the size of wheat grains, when
the churning as a rule is completed.

If butter comes with the first drawn buttermilk, it is a sign that the churning
is not quite completed. Give a few more turns to the churn,

WaSIIIXG the L, . iJR.

After drawing the buttermilk, rinse the butter with two or three qup'ts
of water before putting on the wash water.

In winter, it is necessarj- to temper the wash water, taking into consideration
the condition of the butter and the temperature of the room. Choose such n
temperature that the butter will be in a nice condition for working.

Always put in plenty of water, revolve the churn quickly about a dozen
times, then allow the wash water to drain. One wash water will be sufficient,
if the water comes away clear, and the butter is firm.

Saltinc and Working the Bctteii.

Salt to suit the customer, or market, using a good dairy salt. Although
some markets require three-fourths of an ounce to the pound of butter othe'rs
prefer less.

'

The butter may be salted on the worker or in the churn.

Salting on the Worker.

The lever butter worker is inexpensive and citable for farm dairy work.
It consists of a V-shaped table, simple in construction, and a pole or lever for
pressing the butter.

Spread the butter evenly over the worker. Sift on the salt, fold over the
butter, and work, by using only gentle pressure. Other methods, such as a
slidmg or cutting movement, injure the texture of the butter.

If the butter is too hard or too soft, give but a small amount of work in «
put the butter in a suitable place until it is of proper firmness, then finish the
working.

The salt should be evenly distributed, otherwise the butter will be uneven
in color.

Saltin'g ly THE CHuny.
Have the butter in an even layer over the bottom of the churn. Sift over

it one-half the amount of salt required, tip the clnirn forward to cause the butter
to lap over. Sift on some more of the salt, tip the churn backward to cau=c^
the butter to fall over, then add the remainder of the salt. Tip the churn back
and forth a few times, then put on the lid. and give a few revolutions, very slowlv

If possible, allow the butter to stand for an hour or two before workins. if
this plan cannot be followed, it may be worked immediatolv. The amount of
salt required can be estimated from previous churnings. Use a little more salt
than when salting on the worker, as more drains off.

I
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PRINTINa AND PACKING BUXTEH.

All butter packages should be put up neatly and attractively. The one

pound brick print is the «tyle most used. It is filled by pressing the pr.nte

down into the butter, then cutting off the surplus butter with a ladle. The

nrints should weigh I6I/4 oz. when made.
1 i. u 1

^
The parchment paper should be of good quality, of proper size, and should be

dipped in cold water before wrapping it on the butter.

On the average farm it requires more than one churning to fill a large

butter package, therefore great care should be taken in order that the flavor

color, and salt shall be uniform throughout the tub, box or crock Line ub,

and boxes with heavy parchment paper. Crocks should be well glazed, haMng

no breaks or cracks.
i. ™,i, *i,„ Uoet

As large packages are often held for some time, endeavor to make the best

quality of butter for packing. Pasteurizing the cream, and washing and working

the butter twice are means that may be employed in the manufacture of hv t.-r

^"'

'The'^ptace of storage is important, and should be clean, cool, and of even

temperature.

Protect the packages in transit from sun, dust, and ram.

The object should be to get the butter to the consumer in the best condition

possible. _
The Care of the Dairy Utensils.

Dairv tinware should be rinsed in luke-warm water, then be washed in iiot

water containing a little washing soda, using a brush on both the inside and

outside. Next, scald ih roughly with boiling water, and place where they will drain

and drv. Sunshine and fresh air are beneficial.
, :, -x. n „+«,

The chum should be scalded with boiling water, then cooled with cold water

l,efore using. After u.ing, remove particles of butter with hot water. Wash

with hot water that contains a little washing soda, then scald with boihng water.

Ijeave the lid off when not in use. ,,,.., 1. i. x ,

The butter worker, ladle, and printer should be scalded with hot water,

scoured with salt, and cooled with cold water before using After using, remove

any butter with hot water, scour with salt, and scald with boiling water. Place

the woodenware where it will dry, but do not put it in the sun, or it will warp

and crack.

Farm Dairy Cheese
Bella Millar.

A cheese of the " Cheddar " type is a suitable kind to make on the farm

when a long-keeping cheese is desired.
. . . x

Proper appliances for cheese-making lessen the labor to a great extent but

cheese can be made in the home with the utensils on hand

It will be necessary to secure a few ounces of rennet extract and a strong

^•'"
Fo'Te?; Tpounds of cheese required, take 100 lbs. of milk (10 gallons).

The milk should be of good quality, clean and sweet, as it is impossible to make

the cheese of any better quality than the milk from which it is made.

Take the fresh morning's milk and mix it with the night's milk in a vat, or

some ves el suitable for holding milk; a clean w.sh boiler will answer the purpose.
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Heat the milk to 8« deg. I". Iiy plnciii;: a clean tan of liot water in it, or liy

setting the vessel containinj: tlie milk on the stove and stirring until the ilesircd

temperature is reached.

If colored cheese is wanted, use one teaspoonful of cheese coloring for each
100 lbs. of milk. Add the coloring to a dipperful of milk and mix it thorougiily

with the milk in the vnt '.erore adding the rennet.

Use one teaspoonful of rennet for every 25 lbs. of milk. Dilute the rennet
with n pint of cold water and mix it tl. iroughly through the milk l)y stirring with

a dip|)er for about three minutes.

Cover the vab until coagulation takes place, which will be in about twentv
minutes, depending on the ripeness of the milk ; the sweeter the milk, the longer

the time required.

To ascertain when the curd is sufficiently coagulated for cutting, push the
forefinger into the curd at an angle of l.T deg., until the thumb touches it, make
a slight break in the curd with tlie thumb, then gently move the finger forward.
If the curd breaks clean across the finger without any flakes remaining on it.

it is ready to be cut.

For cutting, regular curd knives are best. T^'se the horizontal knife first

cutting lengthwise of the vat, then cut both lengthwise and crosswise witji the
perpendicular knife. This gives small cubes of even size.

When curd knives are not available, a long-bladed knife may be used, cutting
the curd lengthwise and crosswise of the vat in strips about one-third of an
inch wide, then cut horizontally. By this method it is difBcult to cut the curd
evenly.

After the curd has been cut, it should be gently stirred with the hand, or
with a small, wooden rake for ten minutes before applving heat.

't the curd to 98 deg., taking about 30 minutes to do so. Continue stirring
unt. ^urd i^ ready for dipping: this is usually about 33/4 to 3 hours, from
the tinii • vat was set.

Wheii the curd becomes firm and springy and falls apart when a handful
is ])ressed together, it is ready to have the whey removed.

After drawing off th<i whey, stir the curd over once, then pile it evenly at
one end of the vat and cover it with a heavy cotton cover.

In about 20 minutes the cnrd will be well matted and should be cut into
l)locks about four inches square and turned over.

Turn the blocks every 20 minutes until the curd becomes flaky when it is

ready for milling (this usually takes about one and one-half hours after dipping).
A knife may be used instead of a curd mill cutting the curd into stri'ps

about the thickness of your finger. Stir the curd well, then apply salt at the
rate of one ounce for each 2') pounds of milk used. Sprinkle the salt well over
the ciird, mix it thorouffhly. and when the salt is dissolved, the curd will be
ready to put to press. Between SO and. 84 deg. F. will be a suitable temperature
to have the curd at this stase.

The cheese hoop, or hoops, should bo made of lu>avy tin with two bandies
on the outside. A suitable i^ize for home use would be 7 or 8 inches in diameter
and 12 or 14 inches high. It is also necessary to have a wooden follower, which
will fit nicely on the inside of the hoop.

Place a piece of cotton at the bottom of the hoop, as a temporary cap. then
put the cheesecloth bandage inside the hoop. Carefully pack in the curd, fold
over the end of the bandage, place on top a piece of cotton similar to the one
at the bottom, then put on the wooden follower and put to press.



If a pn., witli a scrow is not available u..>e a lever pre**. Take a piece of

s.antlinR 10 or U feet Ion- for a lev.r. I'huo the eheese hoop on a stron- box

.out free feet from the w^H. Nail to the wall a piece of .cantlmg and un. e

put one end of the lever. Put a hloek of wood on top of the follower for

the lever to rest on. A pail containing stones or iron may be used for the

wei"ht Do not apply full pressure at first.

In thrro-qunrtef/of an hour the eheeso may be taken from the pre.s, the

bnndajros wet with hot water, pulled up smoothly, and trimmed neatly, al owmR

one-half inch to lap at the end.. Cover the ends vvith e.reles of Bt.lTened ehoese-

eloth: over that place a piece of cotton dipped in hot water Return the ehecse

to the press until the followinjr morninji. when they should be turned .n the

hoops and pressure continued a few hours longer.

After remoTing the cheese from the press, place them in a cool, dry cellar

*"

"TTr'n the cheese end for end on the shelf every day for a month and after-

wards occasionally. These cheese will be ready for use in about f, or 8 weeks.

To prevent "the cheese mouldinj: and to keep them from dry.n? too much

they may be dipped in hot. melted paraffine wax. Another method to prevent mould

kto put a double cloth on the cheese until ready for use. The mould will be

on the extra cloth, leavin<; the cheese clean when it is removed.

Soft Cheese Making
Bella Millar.

Soft cheese is made from cream, whole milk, skim milk, and buttermilk,

and by making slight variations in the method of manufacture, a great variety

luav be made. , .n i i„«»
These cheese contain a high percentage of moisture and will not keep long,

therefore, it is necessary to have a ready market for them.
^^

It is well to have, " Keep in a cool place until used," and IT.e while fresh

]>rinted on the soft cheese wrappers.

FRKSIT CAMEMBEnT ClIEESE.

Apparatus Required.

1/, pint bottle of rennet.

i" measuring cylinder graduated in c.c.'s or 1 teaspoon.

1 thermometer. 1 dipper.

1 granite pail of convenient size to hold the milk.

Straw mats, size 13 inches by 9 inches.

Boards 14 inches bv 8 inches, lA inch thick.

Moulds, small size, 4 inches high, 4 inches in diameter.

Moulds, large size, 5 inches high, 5 inches in diameter.

Process of Manufacture.

Five pounds, or two quarts of new milk are required to make one large size,

or two small size Camembert cheese.

First add a small quantity of culture ("starter") if required. No culture

is needed where good, clean, sweet milk can be obtained. The milk is now

re<nilated to a temperature of 86 deg. F. and rennetted at the rate of 1 cc.



M
OT 20 drops to 10 lbs. of milk, the rennet being diluted in ten tiroes its volume
of water, before adding to milk. Stir the rennet in for five minutes and then
•to over the surface w.th a wooden paddle for two minutes, as this prevent!

«""» from rising, which causes the cheese to break after they are made
Cover the pail and leave till coagulation has taken place, which will Iks in

•bout one hour. The correct stage is when the curd breaks easily over tlie finger.

in wSi i!
"-"laired Dumber of straw mats, boards and moulds, then cool them

!«« V * VT ! ^V'^^ °" * *^''"'"^'" '''•» *'^« «'•'»«' "i«t8 and moulds on
top. Next ladle out with the dipper a little curd into each mould, and repeat

foil ?n fT '?
™'""*f'

'^"t" «» the curd is transferred and the mould. „e

J^ J n
^'" '" *.*''

'r^
^'^ "^^^ «"^*^ i"to the moulds, turn the cheese.by putting a straw mat and board on top and turnin-^ over

.«. fl^:l°'l?'w'?
on the drainer till the whey has cfrained of! and the cheesewe firm enough to turn by hand. After turning, the cheese is left in the mould

for SIX hours longer when the mould can be removed, and in another si. hoursthe cheese is ready to salt.

Salting is done by rubbing about \U oz. of salt on the outside of each large

straw r; ? °io u'
"'' ?"" f'"

^^''' ^«^*'"P- '^' '^'^^ "« left on he

s si r b >
"' t'? '"^*^' ^'"'"^"S takes plare. When the cheese

IB sold fresh. It IS now ready to pack and send away.

from eTdTg^': Tdeg" R
"' ^'^ *='"" "" "«^« ^^^^^ ^«- ^ temperature

. , „ . .
Qervais Ceeam Cheesk.

Apparatus Required.

l^ pint bottle rennet.

1 measuring cylinder graduated in c.c.'s, or 1 teaspoon.
1 thermometer. 1 dipper.

1 granite pail of convenient size, to hold milk and cream
Mould9-2i/. inches high by 2% inches in diameter, in a group of six
htraw mat and board as in Camembert cheese.
Strips of blotting paper 2i/o inches by 71/^ inches.
Cloths made of duck material 27 inches square.

Process of Manufacture.

fb. 3^1\''*w^
little cheese is made from a mixture of new milk and cream.

22\^; S ^'"fo""
^^' PJ°Pr"°° °^ ^^'^ P"**" ""^l^- to one of cream, testingii per cent, to 30 per cent. fat.

*

70 dS^V K/r''"^ T"*'*/-
""^ ^^'' """*"'" """l ^"""^ to a temperature of

IL t t. ^i
^'1 "^^P^^^'^g «° the temperature of the room. Add theequired quantity of culture-no culture being needed where the milk and cream

IS sweet and clean Rennet, at the rate of 1 c.c. or 20 drops to 10 lb« of th^

Y^'Zlf' '"*-'f
'""*: '''' """^* ^° '' *™«« it« -l"™e;' L waterIn about five or six hours after the rennet has been added, the coagulation is

^ZuZ^\ '°/'P '^'
T"^.

"'*'' ' ^^'PP" '»*« tl^^ ^'oth, preVlly we which

Bcrai'lLfthr1di"'f^''°/^"'"°^ '"^'^ ^"^^ ^°"^^' °P«° «"t th« <=loths andscrape down the sides to aid draining. Repeat the scrapin(r at intervsN nf afew hours until the cheese is firm enough to salt.
" " "^^ *
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Turn the curd out of the clothe into i btsin and salt tt the rate o£ 1 ox. to

8 Ibe of curd. The ealt, which should be fine dairy lalt. muit be worked in well

with a ipoon and the cheeee left for a ehort time for the «alt to diiiolTe before

patting it into the moulda. The moulds ehould be lined with clean, white blotting

paper and placed on a scalded straw mat, or cloth, and the cheese preesed m
with a bone spoon. The cheese may then be taken out of the mould, wrapped,

and sold.

Note.—Coloring may be done by adding cheese annatto, which somewliat

improves the look of the cheese. Use about 1 c.c. or 80 drops coloring for each

gallon of milk and cream.

Double Cream Cheese.

Apparatus Required.

Vi pint bottle of rennet.

1/2 pint bottle of cheese annatto.

Suitable pail for holding cream.

1 thermometer. 1 dipper.

1 measuring cylinder graduated in c.c.'g or 1 teaspoon.

Moulds—size 2 inches by 3% inches, l»^ inches deep.

Cloths of duck material, size 27 inches square.

Butter muslin, grease-proof paper, boards and weights.

Process of Manufacture.

Take any quantity of cream testing about 22 per cent. fat. Hare the cream

at a temperature of between 70 deg. and "'^ deg., depending on the room in

which the cheese is to be set. When the cream is at the correct temperature, add

the required quantity of culture, if the cream is likely to develop bad flavors.

Cheese color may then be added if required. (About 1 c.c. or 20 drops of color

to 10 lbs. of cream will usually give satisfaction.)

Rennet is next added at the rate of 3Vi c.c. or 1 small teaspoonful to 10 lbs.

of cream, after diluting it in ten times its volume of cold water. Stir into

the cream.
, , •

In about five or six hours, when the cream has thickened, ladle into dry

cloths and hang up in a dry place. It is advisable not to put too much into one

cloth, as it will be likely to develop too much acid before draining.

A few hours later open the cloths and scrape the sides to facilitate draining,

then hang up again. Repeat the scraping at intervals of about three hours,

until the curd is fairly firm. Then turn the curd out into butter muslin (used

double thick), and salt the curd by adding 1 oz. of salt to every 3 lbs. and mixing

it well into the curd. Fold the muslin over the curd, place on a board having

another board and weight on top.

When the curd is ready to mould, it should be of a thick, pasty consistency

but not sticky. Line the tin mould with wax paper and press the cheese in

with a knife or bone spoon, making the curd quite flat on top. Fold over the

ends of the paper and shake the cheese out of tha mould, they are then ready

to be eaten ; if kept, they should be put in a refrigerator or cold storage until used.

Genebal Notes.

The rennet and color are the same as are used in factory cheese-making.

10 lbs. of milk or cream=approximately, 1 gallon.

1 C.C. =20 drops.

3^ C.C. =1 dram.



Ai regsrda jMcking for thipment, we uae ordinary rice paper to wrap the
ihce«e in, and then place them in pasteboard boxea of proper liie.

When keeping the above-mentioned loft cheese they should be kept in at
cold and dry an atmosphere as possible, the best temperature being jiut aboTt

NEurcHATEL Cheese.

.

Tl>» cheese is made from whole milk or whole milk with cream added to
bring the test up to between 4 per cent, and 6 per cent, fat

, m i° ^^ riT?!' P'f.**''""^ t»>e "ilk by heating to a temperature of fromHO deg. F to 160 deg. F., and hold it at that temperature for 20 tr 30 minutea.
then cool to 70 deg. P.

To each ten pounds of milk add 2 c.c. (about half a tea*poonful) of culture
or good-flavored, sour «kim milk. Late in the afternoon add the rennet at the
rate of 14 of a c.c. or five drops to each ten pounds of milk.

If the milk has cooled, bring it to a temperature of 70 deg. F. DUute the
rennet with cold water, and add it to the milk, stirring for a few minutea to
en.ure even distribution. Cover the vessel containing the milk and leave undis-
turbed until next morning. In the morning the curd should be firmly coagulated
and ready for cutting. Cut the curd in squares witii a knife, then ladle it out
on a rack covered with cheesecloth. When the free whev lias drained away, apply
pressure very lightly at first and increase the pressure a^ the curd becomes firmer.

When sufficiently drained, put the curd through a food chopper to break
It up finely and make it more creamy. Add the salt at the rate of 1 02 to 3 Iba
of cheese and mix thoroughly. When the salt is dissolved the cheese is ready to b<;
put m packages suitable for the market.

^

Fancy Cream Cheese.

Neufchatel cheese is used as a base for a variety of fancy cheese by adding
such flavorings as pimentos, olives, or nuts. These should " be chopped finely
and well mixed through the cheese. '

'^ ^

Cottage Chkese witk Rexxet.

This cheese is made from skim milk. The method outlined for Neufchatel
cheese is followed, but a small amount of cream is added at the time of saltine
usually about 1 oz. cream to a pound of cheese. Salt at tiie rate of l oz to 4 or15 lbs. of cheese. • i.v ^ «

I

Cottage Cheese by Heatixo.

Pasteur-^e skim milk, then cool to 60 dog. or 6.5 de<r F and add from

r ri?,^" n "i!""' 1 '"""'1 *" "''^' *™ P«""*^^' '^ ^kimmilk." Next morning
the curd will be nicely coagulated and ready to make into cottage cheese

Lf „ r aT *°
I'r"''

'* "P' ^^'^^ P^'^''^ *^« '^"'^ "^ ™i'k in a vessel containingpot water. Stir gently until the curd and whev separate. This usually tak<»

f r/*T°/' ^I'-J- r^ '"^ ^'^- ^- " '"^^ «*^P-''"«n is notTmplete a1too deg F do not heat higher but allow the cans to stand until the whey istlear. High temperatures give a dry. grainy curd
^

ack^coTre^^rchtSr " ""' '" ""°" '^^^ "^ """^"^^ '' ^ '^ ^™--«

1
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Buttermilk Cheeul

Buttermilk cheese ii made by betting the buttermillc to « temperature of

180 to 140 deg. F., holding at that temperature for about an hoar, then draining

off thi whey. .

t/uring the heating protcsi the buttermilk ghould be stirred ju«t enough

to ensure even heating. After leaving it undixturbod for about an hour it ihould

be dipped or pourvd out on a draining rack which is covered with a cotton cloth.

When lufficiently drained the curd >hould be called at the rate of 1 oz. of

aalt to 4 or 5 Ibg. of curd. The addition of atwut 1 oz. of cream to each pound

of curd makes a richer cheese.

These directions arc suitable for raw-cream buttermilk, or for buttermilk

from cream that was sweet when it was pasteurized and afterwards ripened.

If the buttermilk is from cream that was ripe when it was pasteurized the

curd particles will be very fine and it is necessary to use a different method of

making in order to have good results. This was worked out by the Wisconsin

Agricultural Experiment Station, and is valuable for creamerymen.

Add a caustic soda solution to the buttermilk to completely neutralize the

acid and then acidulate it with hydrochloric acid before applying heat.

The caustic soda i. first dissolved in an equal weight of water by adding

the dry alkali to the water. The acid is also diluted in an equal volunre of cold

water.

First test the buttermilk for acidity in order to know how much of the

alkali solution will be required.

Forty parts by weipht of dry alkali will neutralize ninety parts by weight

of lactic acid. For example, 1,000 lbs. of buttermilk testing .75 per cent, acidity

contains 7.5 lbs. of lactic acid. For neutralizing T.5 lbs. of lactic acid it will

require 3.3 lbs. of caustic soda, or 6.6 lbs. of the caustic soda solution.

Try a small amount in a cup, and if the buttermilk shows a permanont pink

color when a few drops of phenolphthalein indicator are added, enough alkali has

been used.

It will require two and a half to three times as much dilute acid as alkali

used. To determine if enough has been added, take a small amount of butter-

milk in a shallow dish and hold it for a *ew minutes in water about 145 to 150

deg. F. Enough acid has been added i le whey separates clear. If the whey

is not clear more acid should be added i^ .lall amounts until a clear separation

is obtained. The buttermilk is now r ... v for heating and the directions already

given for heating, draining, and salting should \ye followed.

Cl.UB Chee.«e.

This 19 a very popular variety of fancy cheese, and is made from ripened

Cheddar cheese.
, , . .

Take jne pound of cheese, remove the rinil, then cut the cheese m pieces

and put it through a food chopper.

To this, add two level tablespoonfuls of butter and put it througli the

chopper again.

Add Vi cup of cream and mis thoroughly. Pack the cheese in small jars,

or put it up in small blocks and wrap them in tinfoil.

Either butter or cream may be used alone, and the amounts may be varied

10 suit conditions, snch as the dryness of the cheese or the preference of the

consumer.




